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ABSTRACT
A Chipped Stone Characterization of Ghwair I:
A Neolithic Village in Southern Jordan.
by
John Gervasoni
Dr. Alan Simmons. Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Archaeology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Ghwair L a Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB) village in the Wadi Feinan in Southern 
Jordan, has been excavated from 1993 through 2000. The chipped stone recovered from 
Ghwair I (N=48.388) has undergone a techno-typological analysis to help characterize 
the site's chronology and possible function. The analysis of recovered PPNB chipped 
stone indicators has demonstrated that Ghwair I is a PPNB village that shows minimal 
variation in its chipped stone proportions from different areas of the site. The analysis 
presented here also concludes that Ghwair I. although rife with microlithic technology 
typical of an earlier PPNA occupation, does not contain a PPNA or later PPNC 
component. Ghwair's possible function as a peripheral site supplying a central 
settlement with resources (the 'core/periphery' model in Wallerstein's World Systems 
Theory: 1974) is refuted, at least in regards to chipped stone, by its standard distribution 
of chipped stone and lack of workshop or production areas.
ui
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
In 1980, the Archaeometallurgical Investigation Project began investigations to 
demonstrate that Wadi Faydan. located in Southern Jordan, was a major copper source as 
early as the Chalcolithic Period. During the survey, numerous archaeological sites were 
discovered. Temporally, these sites ranged from the Epipaleolithic (ca. 12.000-10.000 
years ago) all the way through the birth of Islam and modem times. One site discovered 
during the survey was the village of Ghwair I (Al-Ghuwayri). located along the Wadi 
Feinan. a tributary of the Wadi Faydan (Najjar 1993). Ghwair I is a Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic B (PPNB) site small to medium in size (ca. 3 acres). A test excavation was 
undertaken in 1993 by the German Institute; this study revealed that the site was well 
preserved and warranted further investigation.
In 1996. the University of Nevada. Las Vegas (UNLV). in conjunction with the 
Jordanian Antiquities Department, conducted a limited field season to assess the 
research potential of the site. With positive results, the stage was set for a large-scale 
and detailed excavation of Ghwair I. From 1997 through 2000, the site underwent two 
major excavation seasons with impressive results. Through the assistance of the National 
Science Foundation. National Geographic Society, Jordanian Department of Antiquities, 
and UNLV. the ongoing investigation of Ghwair I is addressing several research 
questions surrounding the Southern Levant during the Neolithic.
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Although the investigatioa of Ghwair I continues, this thesis examines the chipped 
stone assemblages recovered from the site during the 1996, 1997/1998, and 1998/1999 
seasons. Although the Pre-Pottery Neolithic is rich in material culture, the predominant 
portable cultural remains are chipped stone artifacts. Therefore, these form the focus of 
many archaeological investigations regarding the Neolithic.
Over 45,000 chipped stone artifacts have been recovered from Ghwair I and have 
been subjected to a detailed techno-typological analysis. These typologies, designed 
specifically for the Southern Levant in the PPNB, classify and organize chipped stone 
assemblages to help assess possible function (Gebel and Kozloski 1994). Each 
recovered piece has been sorted, catalogued, and entered into a database. These data 
facilitate a characterization of the site and addresses any hypotheses regarding temporal 
and functional aspects of Ghwair I.
The analysis is divided into two separate entities. The first is a threefold chipped 
stone characterization of the site designed to: (I) define the time of the Ghwair I 
occupation: (2) investigate intra-site differences in lithic artifact frequencies, and (3) 
compare the chipped stone recovered from Ghwair I with other PPNB sites. The goal of 
the overall chipped stone analysis is to help determine whether Ghwair I is a PPNB 
settlement, and whether any earlier or later periods, PPNA and/or PPNC respectively, 
are present at the site. While radiocarbon dates suggest that Ghwair I is an exclusive 
PPNB village, the recovered chipped stone assemblage should reflect this. Key PPNB 
chipped stone indicators include a large percentage of blades reflecting a blade-based 
technology and the presence of specific projectile points indicative of the period. These 
points include Byblos. ‘Ain Ghazal, and Jericho types, and any hybrids or variations
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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between the three. If these major PPNB indicators are identified within the assemblage 
recovered at Ghwair I, its temporal designation can be bolstered. Likewise, if there are 
chipped stone indicators reflecting a different period (i.e. PPNA or PPNC) the supposed 
exclusive temporal component can be refuted.
The second part of the analysis will be an intra-site characterization of Ghwair I. 
Ghwair I, during the last three seasons (1996-1999), has been divided into six major 
excavations areas. This analysis examines each area separately; looking first at the 
overall chipped stone coimts, then more specifically at tools and cores. The intra-site 
analysis will try to identify any significant differences between the areas that suggest 
possible workshop or production areas. If, however, all six areas have similar chipped 
stone assemblages, then this may be an indication of a lack of economic specialization at 
Ghwair 1 during the PPNB?
The third analysis compares the chipped stone assemblage recovered fi-om 
Ghwair I with other large and small PPNB settlements. This is to see whether the 
chipped stone from Ghwair 1 is typical or atypical for the PPNB period.
The second research area includes use of the chipped stone assemblages to test some 
hypotheses regarding Ghwair 1. The hypotheses discussed closely mirror the original 
research domains developed for the initial investigation. These domains, while dealing 
more with the Neolithic in the Southern Levant as a whole, have been modified to 
incorporate Ghwair 1 on an individual site basis. The first hypothesis states: if Ghwair 1 
is an exclusive PPNB village, then there should be no chipped stone indicators from 
other temporal components. This hypothesis, developed to test the exclusive 
chronological nature of Ghwair 1, resulted from the recovery o f abimdant microlithic
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technology indicative of the PPNA. Is this microlithic abimdance typical for PPNB 
settlements or does it suggest a yet imdiscovered PPNA component at the site? The 
intra-site and inter-site analysis, comparing Ghwair 1 with large and small PPNB 
settlements, will help support or refute this hypothesis.
The second hypothesis is similar to the first in its chronological focus. The second 
hypothesis states: if Ghwair 1 was abandoned at the end of the PPNB, then there should 
be no chipped stone indicators of the later PPNC. Starting at the end o f the PPNB, there 
was an apparent abandonment of many small to medium sized villages in the Southern 
Levant. Reasons for this abandonment range form climatic fluctuations to 
overexploitation of the environment by the inhabitants in subsistence pursuits. The 
cause of this abandonment is still debated so the discovery of sites abandoned after the 
PPNB can help in the investigation. If typical PPNC chipped stone artifacts were 
recovered from the site, then Ghwair 1 was not abandoned and the hypothesis refuted in 
this case. If. however, there is no evidence of a PPNC component, then perhaps Ghwair 1 
was abandoned after the PPNB.
The final hypothesis concerns Ghwair Ts potential role in Wallerstein's 
‘core/periphery’ model presented in his World Systems Theory (1974). Did Ghwair 1 
act as a peripheral site responsible for supplying a core site with some specific resource? 
If so. then one would expect there to be some evidence of a specific workshop area 
responsible for the production of this commodity. However, this analysis will only look 
at the chipped stone: other material remains may differ in their support/rebuttal of this 
hypothesis. The hypothesis states: if Ghwair 1 was a peripheral site supplying a core site 
with a specific chipped stone commodity, then specific workshop and production areas
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
would be present at the site. A high concentration of specific chipped stone in a 
designated area may suggest a workshop and support the hypothesis. If, however, the 
chipped stone proportions are standard throughout the site, perhaps no specific 
production was undertaken and the hypothesis refitted.
After this introductory chapter, the thesis will be divided into the following chapters. 
Chapter two will include a literature review examining the pertinent discussions utilized 
in the evaluation of Ghwair 1. It also provides a framework for the major research 
questions addressed in this thesis. The third chapter looks at the past and ongoing 
investigation of Ghwair 1. It discusses the major research domains and how the 
investigation of the site will be incorporated into them. Chapter four describes the 
methodology used in the research design. This chapter outlines the sorting, recording 
and typology used to organize the data in its techno-typological format. Chapter five is 
an overall site analysis characterizing the chipped stone assemblage recovered from the 
site. Chapter six is an intra-site analysis attempting to discern any significant 
differentiation between the designated areas of the site. Chapter seven describes an 
inter-site analysis comparing the chipped stone from Ghwair 1 with other PPNB 
settlements in the Southern Levant. The final chapter includes the conclusion, 
summarizing the characterization of the site and stating whether the project’s hypotheses 
are supported or refuted.
This thesis is necessarily descriptive in trying to characterize Ghwair 1 based on its 
chipped stone assemblage. This characterization provides the necessary fotmdation to 
develop and test hypotheses regarding the site and its function in the Neolithic of the 
Southern Levant.
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CHAPTER!
RESEARCH BACKGROUND
The territories within and flanking the Great Rift, including lake Tiberias, the 
Jordan River, and the Dead Sea, hold a unique place in human history for the 
many milestones that occurred there. These include the earliest permanent, or at 
least nearly permanent villages, the earliest substantial architecture, the earliest 
agricultural communities, the earliest pastoral nomadism, some of the earliest 
portrait statuary, and some of the earliest steps toward economic inequality and 
political complexity. All of these developments took place, in whole or in part, 
during the Neolithic, which began more than 10,000 years ago and continued to 
about 4500 BCE (Banning 1998:188).
The Neolithic in the Levant and particularly Jordan was poorly documented until 
recently, except for a few major sites such as Jericho. Up until the early I970’s. starting 
from the Chalcolithic and moving back in time through the Paleolithic, unsystematic 
surveys (Field I960; Kirkbride 1958: Rhotert 1938; Zeuner 1957) and a few excavations 
(Mallon et al. 1934: Waechter and Seton-Williams 1938) provided scant information on 
the prehistory of the Levant and the Rift Valley. Research in the southern Levant began 
to increase in the I970’s with systematic surveys and excavations unraveling "what had 
been an immense area of Stone Age terra incognita" (RoUefson 1999:102).
The Neolithic in the Levant began at the onset of the Holocene (ca. 10.000 BP) and 
extended through the begiiming of the Chalcolithic (ca. 6.000 BP). These Neolithic 
cultures developed from the Natufian and other cultures of the Late Epipaleolithic. The 
main distinction between Neolithic cultures and their predecessors was the 
domestication of plants and animals (Banning 1998:188). Through recent research
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surrounding the Levantine Neolithic and developments in radiocarbon dating, specific 
chronologies have been developed (Banning 1998:191; Bar-Yosef 1981; RoUefson 
1989:169). These chronologies divide the Levantine NeoUthic into four periods, or 
industries, ranging from the Pre-Pottery through the Pottery Neolithic (Table 2-1). The 
abbreviations (i.e. PPNA. PPNB, PPNC, or PN) help designate whether a site was 
ceramic or aceramic. For example. PPNB stands for Pre-Pottery Neolithic B and PN 
stands for Pottery Neolithic. All dates are presented in the format of radiocarbon years 
before present, abbreviated as B.P.
Table 2-1. Levantine Neolithic Chronologies Presented in BJ*.
PPNA 10,300-9.600 B.P.
Early PPNB 9.600 -  9.200 B.P.
Middle PPNB 9200 -  8,500 B.P.
Late PPNB 8.500 -  8,000 B.P.
PPNC 8,000-7.500 B.P.
Pottery Neolithic 7.500 -  6.500 B.P.
The first serious investigation of the Levantine Neolithic took place in 1928 by Buzy. 
This report consisted of a catalog of prehistoric artifacts recovered from the surface 
around Wadi Tahim. This coUection included picks, axes, mortars, sickle blades, and 
smaU denticulations (Banning 1998:189). Although it was later revealed that the artifacts 
ranged from the Paleolithic aU the way through the Chalcolithic. it did provide a starting 
point for further Neolithic research in the Levant.
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Paleoenvironment
The Neolithic began around 10.000 years ago at the beginning of the Holocene, a 
warm interglacial period. The climatic difference between the early Holocene and today 
is not extreme; however, even slight fluctuations in climate can force humans, plants, 
and animals to adapt, perhaps even affecting human settlement patterns and economy 
(Banning 1998:198). In order to reconstruct the paleoenvironment of the Levantine 
Neolithic many lines of evidence are utilized. One is polynology, the study of fossil 
pollen. Pollen recovered from the Huleh marshes. Lake Ghab in Syria, as well as in Iraq, 
Greece, and the Adriatic Sea have been used to reconstruct vegetation and climate 
change through the Holocene (Rossignol-Strick 1993). Oxygen-isotope ratios from 
cores in the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea (Cita et al. 1977), as well as animal and 
plant fossils recovered from archaeological sites (Buehrle 1992; Henry 1986), provide 
additional information regarding climate and resource availability. Geomorphological 
evidence highlights the sequence of erosional, alluvial, and colluvial episodes in wadis 
draining the region (Field 1994), suggesting changes in the intensity of rainfall and 
nmoff. However, even with all the available sources of paleoenvironmental information, 
caution must be used in any reconstruction of the environmenL For example, changes in 
oxygen-isotope ratios measuring nmoff can represent an increase/decrease in rainfalls, or 
the removal of vegetation from hillsides facilitating a quicker transport of sediments 
downhill (Banning 1998:200). So do these ratios represent rainfall estimates or 
modification to the landscape? Further, many of the recognized climatic fluctuations are 
poorly dated, adding another stumbling block to reconstruction.
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Despite all the pitfalls in environmental reconstruction, a broad picture of the climate 
during the Levantine Neolithic has been developed. The period separating the late 
Pleistocene and early Holocene was filled with radical temperature fluctuations. The 
Younger Dry as (ca. 11.000 to 10,000 BP) had relatively cold winters and dry summers. 
This reduced the ground cover in the Levant to desert shrubbery and scattered pine trees 
(Rossignal-Strick 1993:150: Moore and Hillman 1992). After the Younger Dry as. 
temperature and summer humidity increased. Summers experienced rainfall and the 
lowlands became frost free in the winter (Rossignol-Strick 1993:150). This shift from 
the usual summer drought has been attributed to a northward shift in the monsoon winds 
(Banning 1998:200). Drought-free summers with rainfall and frost-free winters were 
highly conducive to human occupation. This favorable climatic situation continued 
through the PPNB with only slight declines in humidity up to 6,000 BP (Banning 
1998:200).
PPNA: Pre-Potterv Neolithic A (10.300-9.600 B.P.)
The PPNA or "Derived Natufian” (Praunitz 1966) is rare. It is only recently that new 
sites have been investigated, especially in Israel (e.g. Nativ-ha-Gedud and Gilgal).
These add to a scant database. In Jordan, only four PPNA sites are documented: Sabra 1. 
Iraq ed-Dubb, Dhra (RoUefson 1999), and WF16 (Finlayson and Mithen 1999) located 
near Ghwair. This scarcity of PPNA sites may be the result of poor comprehensive 
survey (RoUefson 1999:102). While later sites have some evidence of a PPNA presence, 
sites exclusive of, and informative to, this phase are rare.
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Technology
The chipped stone industry in the PPNA is characterized by assemblages suggesting a 
late industry of the Natufian complex. Microlithic technology, common in the Natufian, 
is also dominant in the PPNA. Typical PPNA assemblages include unidirectional blades 
and blade cores (RoUefson 1999:102), burins and perforators made on bladelets. axes, 
adzes, sickle blades, and some lunates (Banning 1998:201; RoUefson 1999:103). Two 
diagnostic tools of the PPNA include the Hagdud truncation (Bar-Yosef et al. 1987: 
RoUefson 1999:102-103), and the el-Khiam (Khiamian) projectUe points (Banning 
1998:201). Ground stone tools are consistent in form throughout the Neolithic and will 
be discussed, along with pyrotechnology and plaster, in the PPNB section below.
Subsistence
There is scant information regarding subsistence practices during the PPNA. Hunting, 
however, remained important. Bones recovered at Sabra 1. Jebel Queisa, and Iraq ed- 
Dubb represent a wide spectrum of wild animals hunted by PPNA people (RoUefson 
1999:103). These include gazelle {Gazella gazella), boar {Sus scrofa\ wild sheep and 
goat {Ovis and Capra sp.), deer {Cervus elaphus and dama), auroch {Bosprimigerats), 
duck (famUy Anatidae), partridge, pheasant, and quaU (Phasiam'dae) (Banning 1998:200; 
Bar-Yosef et al. 1991: MuUen and Gruspier 1990: Noy et al. 1973). Red fox, wildcat, 
lagomorphs. doves, grouse, and hawks were also himted (Palumbo et aL 1990:114: 
RoUefson 1999:105).
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Wild plants were collected and used for food, medicine, and maybe poison.
However, the preoccupation with domesticated plant research has overshadowed 
investigation into the utilization of wild plants. Therefore, little information regarding 
their collection and use is known. In the PPNA there is evidence of wild wheat and 
barley (Banning 1998:213). Evidence regarding the domestication of plants, or farming 
and agriculture, relies on the morphological changes in plants and any recovered tools 
with possible agricultural utility. Indehiscence is when the seeds do not separate from 
the seed heads without threshing; the result is a touch rachis attaching the seed to the 
plant (Banning 1998:213). This is considered relative proof of domestication and is 
present in barley discovered at the PPNA sites of Jericho and Netiv ha-Gedud (Bar- 
Yosef et al. 1991; Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen 1989; Hopf 1983; Kislev et al. 1986).
Overall, little is known about the PPNA in the Levant. Scarcity of sites and lack of 
comprehensive survey leaves the PPNA an obscure yet untapped phase in need of more 
intense academic attention.
Prominent Site
al-Khiam: Al-Khiam is located in the Wadi Haritoun and was first excavated in 1934 by 
Neuville and later in 1951 by Perrot. The site contains evidence of habitation from the 
Natufian through the Tahunian (or early PPNB). The recovered material consisted of 
Helwan points, tanged Jericho points, and lunates, half-moon-shaped microliths 
characteristic of the Natufian in the latest Epipaleolithic. It also contained the diagnostic 
al-Khiam point, a distinctive, notched PPNA projectile point taking its name from the
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site. The assemblage also includes Amuq points and denticulated sickle blades (Banning 
1998:191).
PPNB: Pre-Potterv Neolithic B (9.600-8.000 B.P.)
In some accounts (e.g., RoUefson 1999:102) the PPNB is divided into early, middle, 
and late periods: however, for this overview it will be lumped into one entity. The PPNB 
underwent a population explosion relative to the PPNA (RoUefson 1999:104). This 
explosion is represented by an increase in the amount of recorded settlements in the 
Southern Levant. However, later in the PPNB there was also an apparent abandonment 
of small to middle-sized settlements throughout the Levant. This abandonment became 
a major research focus for the area and is discussed in detail in the next chapter. As a 
result of the increase in recorded settlements, the PPNB is easier to characterize.
Technology
Chipped stone assemblages recovered from PPNB sites are blade-dominated and 
typically struck from bipolar cores, some naviform (Mortensen 1970: Baird 1994). This 
"naviform core-and-blade” technique characterizes the PPNB (RoUefson 1999:105).
The PPNB industry took on a "dual character” one side was expedient, fulfilling the 
immediate needs of the user, while the other was a sophisticated production technique 
(Goring-Morris 1994:438). Core preparation was elaborate, suggesting specialization.
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and the blade-making technology was highly standardized, adding contininty between 
assemblages (Quintero and Wilke 1995; RoUefson 1999:106).
The blades, once extracted from the cores, were used to craft sickles, burins, scrapers, 
borers, drills, knives, multiple types of projectile points, and other tool types (Banning 
1998:201; RoUefson 1999:105-106). For the complete typology with descriptions used 
for the PPNB and this thesis, see Chapter 4, "Methodology and Typology.”
Ground stone changed little throughout the NeoUthic in the southern Levant.
Grinding slabs (manos, metates. or quems) normally made of sandstone, basalt, or 
dolomite limestone, were used to grind seeds, nuts, ochre, or perhaps to remove hair 
from hides (Banning 1998:204). Mortars and pestles were used to de-husk grain and 
pound nuts or other materials. Stone bowls and bracelets have been found (Banning 
1998:204), along with some interesting stones with rows of small impressions, possibly 
game boards (Kirkbride 1966:34; RoUefson 1992b).
As noted by Banning (1998:204-205). it was during the PPNB that advances in 
pyrotechnology, the exposure of materials to high temperatures, first appeared. PPNB 
inhabitants learned how to transform limestone, through heat, into Ume and then plaster. 
This plaster, once hardened, took on the properties of concrete and was used for a 
myriad of purposes. Plaster was used to create hard and decorative floors, to mold 
rectangular or circular hearths, and sculpture. Plaster was applied to human skulls 
recreating the appearance of the deceased; examples of this appear at Ain Ghazal,
Jericho, and Ramad (Banning 1998:205, RoUefson 1985; RoUefson and Simmons 1984). 
Use of plaster, however, did have its downside. Large amounts of timber were needed to 
generate extreme temperatures, depleting the natural resource. This depletion in timber
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is significant to researchers who claim that abandonment in the late PPNB was due to 
over-exploitation of the environment by its inhabitants (RoUefson and Kohler RoUefson 
1988; 1992). This wiU be more thoroughly discussed in the next chapter.
Subsistence
Hunting was still significant in the PPNB. During the PPNB, himters preyed on a 
variety of game, including red deer, fallow deer, wild cattle, wild boar (Sus crofa), 
onagers (Equus hemionus), hares (Lepus sp.), wild goats (Capra hircus aegagrus). ibex 
(Capra ibex mibiana). jackals (Canis aureus), hyrax (Procavia syriacus), and a variety 
of rodents and birds (Banning 1998:213; Gerrard et al. 1996; Kohler-RoUefson et al. 
1988). In much of the Levant, gazelle hunting was popular. In the eastern deserts, traps 
called "desert kites” set up along migratory routes were used to kill gazeUes by the 
hundreds (Banning 1998:212; Betts 1988). By the late PPNB there was a shift from 
hunting to animal husbandry. Goat herding became the focus, and goat meat and hide 
became a prime resource for the southern Levant (Banning 1998:213; RoUefson 
1999:105). Animal husbandry never entirely superceded himting; inhabitants relied on 
both to supply a wide variety of subsistence options.
Wild plants were collected and utilized during the PPNB. For example, at the PPNB 
site Beidha, Halbaek (1966) claims inhabitants were coUecting wild barley, pistachio 
(Pistacia atlantica). acom, and bulbous barley (Halbaek 1966:63). Domesticated plant 
resources included winter wheat (Triticum aestivum), emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccum), 
barley (Hordeum spontaneum and Hordeum sativum), lentil (Lens culinaris), horsebeans
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(Vicia faba \ chickpeas (Cicer sp.) and peas (Banning 1998:214; Garfînkel et aL 1987, 
1988; Garrard et al. 1996; Rollefson et aL 1984; Zohary and Hopf 1988). Legumes 
became a principal source of calories for Neolithic inhabitants by the late PPNB 
(Banning 1998:214).
Animal Husbandry and Pastoralism
While hunting remained important in resource procurement throughout the Neolithic, 
agriculture and pastoralism became the primary method of subsistence during the PPNB 
(Banning 1998:214). The domestication of animals in the Levant came long after the 
domestication of plants. Identifying domestication in animals involves investigating a 
variety of inherent changes in the animal remains. The size and morphology of bones 
and horn cores, pathologies in bone attributed to confinement, species found way outside 
their natural boundaries, and patterns in the scheduling of animal slaughtering, all 
suggest varying degrees of animal domestication (Clutton-Brock 1979; Davis 1987: 
Garrard et al. 1996; Meadow 1989).
Goats appear to have been the first domesticated animal in the Levantine Neolithic. 
Goats in the middle PPNB replaced gazelle, once the animal of choice among Neolithic 
inhabitants. Pathological evidence firom goat feet at ‘Ain Ghazal indicate animal 
confinemenL and the small stature of goats found at Beidha is attributed to 
domestication (Banning 1998:214; Clutton-Brock 1979; Kohler-Rollefson 1992; BCohler- 
Rollefson et al 1988; Legge 1996). By the late PPNB goat tends to dominate the faunal 
remains within assemblages. Sheep were not domesticated until the late Pre-Pottery
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Neolithic. The increase in sheep bones in the Damascus basin (Ducos 1993, 1994) and 
at ‘Ain Ghazal present circumstantial evidence that sheep may have been herded by the 
late PPNB (Banning 1998:215).
Prominent Sites
Bvblos (Lebanon): Byblos was first excavated by Montet (1921-1924) and later by 
Dunand ( 1926-1959). The site, located on the Lebanese coast, contains a large amount 
of Neolithic deposits. In addition to providing a much larger sample of chipped stone 
than normal for the Neolithic, Byblos is also noted for its vast architectural exposure 
providing an excellent example of Neolithic settlement planning (Banning 1998:193). 
Byblos is also the type-site for the Byblos projectile point, a diagnostic tool 
characterizing the Levantine Neolithic.
Beidha (Jordan): Beidha, excavated between 1958-1967 and in 1983. located in the 
Wadi Musa near Petra, provides important insights into settlement layout in the PPNB. 
Excavated by Diana Kirkbride (Kirkbride 1966; 1967), the site provides the most 
comprehensive overview of a complete PPNB village. Due to the site's small size (ca. 
0.3ha) BCirkbride was able to excavate over fifty percent of the site’s PPNB component.
In the excavation, over 65 different Neolithic buildings were exposed. Klrkbride's and 
Beidha’s most important contribution was in the information they provided regarding 
architecture and spatial structure in the PPNB (Banning 1998:194-195).
Basta (Jordan): Located southeast of Beidha near Petra, Basta was first excavated in 
1988 by a joint Jordanian and German expedition. Basta provides exceptional examples 
of PPNB architecture, with intact window and door lintels and structures with channels
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tunneled beneath the floors (Banning 1998:197; Nissen 1990). It represents another in a 
series of “mega-sites” that include Wadi Shu-eib, Ain Jamman, and es Sifiyah.
Jericho (Israel): Jericho. Tell es-Sultan, has been excavated and investigated 
continually since at least 1907. John Garstang provided the first real comprehensive 
work on Jericho from his excavations between 1930-1936 (Garstang 1936: Garstang and 
Garstang 1948). This investigation provided a lengthy and highly stratified chronology 
of the Neolithic in the Southern Levant. It is no wonder, then, that Jericho became the 
type-site for the Levantine Neolithic (Banning 1998:191). The most influential work on 
Jericho came in 1952 when Kathleen Kenyon took over the excavation, documenting a 
settlement of some 10 acres. From 1952-1958 Kenyon revised and adjusted many of 
Garstang's original conclusions. Through her investigations Kenyon identified three 
distinct phases within the Neolithic. These phases were Pre-Pottery Neolithic A 
(PPNA), Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB), and the Pottery Neolithic (PN) (Kenyon 
1956). Kenyon (1957a: 76-77) also stated that Jericho's inhabitants were the first 
farmers, and the first to practice irrigation: she also suggested that pottery was 
introduced to the Levant, not developed indigenously (Banning 1998:193). However. 
Kenyon's most important contribution to the Levantine Neolithic was her detailed 
accounts of the stratigraphy of the architecture and deposition of Jericho (Banning 
1998:193).
'Ain Ghazal (Jordan): ‘Ain Ghazal was discovered in the 1970's during construction 
of the road between Amman and Zarqa on the outskirts of Amman. 'Ain Ghazal is a 
huge site (ca. 12 ha) occupied from the early PPNB through the newly identified PPNC 
and into the Pottery Neolithic (Rollefson 1983; Rollefson et al 1984; Rollefson et al
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1990). Along with impressive chipped stone implements, architecture and burials, ‘Ain 
Ghazal is also known for its abundance of sculpture. The small clay animal figurines 
pale in comparison to the impressive collection of plastered human skulls, plaster busts 
and full statues (Banning 1998:197). ‘Ain Ghazal, as a result of its extended chronology, 
also offers contradictory evidence regarding the supposed abandonment of PPNB sites in 
the Southern Levant (Banning 1998:197). The site was not abandoned after the pre­
pottery Neolithic, and in fact thrived into the Pottery Neolithic, or Yarmukian. with the 
PPNC representing a transitional phase. Excavations at ’.Ain Ghazal also resulted in the 
documentation of a series of Jordanian “mega-sites.” These “mega-sites” or presumably 
core settlements often exceeded 20 acres in extent.
Pre-Potterv Neolithic C (8.000-7.500 B.P.)
The chipped stone industries in the PPNC became very un-standardized, a 
characteristic that continued into the Pottery Neolithic (Banning 1998:203). Rollefson 
(1999:115) attributes this change, where “...every major technological feature 
(flake:blade ratio, platform type, presence of cortex, etc.) is significantly differenL” to 
the abandonment of naviform core-and-blade technology. Projectile points were 
smaller, and retouched tools tended to become shorter, wider and thicker due to the 
increase in flake-based blanks (Rollefson 1999:115). The PPNC became a flake- 
dominated culture in regards to chipped stone assemblages. Single platform amorphous 
cores replaced the bipolar cores of the PPNB, and tools normally attributed to blades, 
like sickles, were being produced on flakes (Banning 1998:203). Quintero and Wilke
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(1995) attribute this move away from a blade-based technology to a waning economy 
and lack of chipped stone specialists. Domesticated sheep took priority over goats in the 
PPNC, and pigs and cattle were domesticated as well (Banning 1998:213). Hunting as a 
mode of subsistence seems to have declined and the decrease in the size of projectile 
points suggests a bow-an-arrow technology targeting smaller game (Rollefson 
1999:115).
Pottery Neolithic
The Pottery Neolithic chipped stone technology displays some remnants of the 
PPNB: however, the production of standardized blades and utilization of bipolar cores is 
greatly reduced. Blades, in the Pottery Neolithic, are used primarily for projectile points, 
drills, and sickles. Pyramidal single-platform flake cores are abundant in the pottery 
Neolithic emphasizing the shift from a PPNB blade-based technology to a PPNC and 
late Neolithic flake-based one. Unlike the PPNC. the Pottery Neolithic tool assemblage 
does include some standardization. Distinct designs were used in the production of 
sickle blades, picks, axes, adzes, and grinding stones. The design of projectile points is 
initiallv somewhat standard, but this deteriorates overtime.
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GHWAIRI
Ghwair I. located in the Wadi Feinan, a tributary of the Wadi Fidan, first underwent 
systematic investigation in 1993 (see Map 3-1). The site is situated at an elevation of 
290-320 m above sea level on a hillside with a far-reaching view of Wadi Feinan (Najjar 
1994). Ghwair I covers approximately 1.5 acres and is predominantly PPNB with the 
possibility of an earlier PPNA occupation (Simmons and Najjar 1998:92). Other 
Neolitfiic sites have been identified in the general vicinity of Ghwair I; these include at 
least two PPNB settlements and one Pottery Neolithic (PN) (Adams 1991; Najjar 
1992.1994: Raikes 1980). as well as site WF16 (Finiayson and Mithen 1999), a PPNA 
site discovered directly up the wadi from Ghwair I. Although the area is rich in 
archaeological sites, little systematic Neolithic research has occurred. In fact, the study 
of Ghwair I. the first Neolithic site to be systematically investigated in the area was not 
initiated until 1993. Thus we have limited data regarding Neolithic chronology, 
settlement, subsistence, ritual, and ecology (Simmons 1997:C-3). Continued 
investigation and excavation of Ghwair I and other Neolithic sites in the wadi will 
further enhance our knowledge of this archaeologically rich area.
20
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Map 3-1. Contour Map of Ghwair L
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Research Design
The investigation of Ghwair I has a tripartite design. The three research topics, called 
domains, are complimentary. They include (1) the core/periphery relationship between 
large and small settlements (2) chronological trajectories of village development, and (3) 
ecological impact upon society (Simmons 1997:C-7).
Research Domain 1 : Core/Periphery Model
The “core/periphery model” is based on Wallerstein’s ( 1974) World System Theory 
and was developed for post-Neolithic societies in the Levant. Scholars (e.g., Algaze 
1986.1989; Frank 1993: Kohl 1987) have adapted some aspects of the model to be 
utilized in pre-modem societies. One compelling example, the Uruk expansion in 
Mesopotamia, put forth by Algaze (1989). exemplified this scenario.
...by the second half of the fourth millenium B.C., highly integrated southern 
Mesopotamian core Urukian societies had succeeded in establishing a system of 
interaction tying the resource deficient homeland with resource rich, but less 
developed, highland periphery. He (Algaze) felt this was an early example of a 
"world system” based on a symmetrical exchange and on hierarchically 
organized divisions of labor in which cross cultural exchange played a major role 
in urban expansion and emergent social complexity in the Near East. 
Archaeologically, the Uruk expansion was characterized by three site types: 
enclaves. large near-urban surrounded by smaller “satellites:” stations, much 
smaller settlements serving as links between enclaves and the core areas' and 
outposts, similar to stations, but located in highland areas outside the geographic 
horizons of the Mesopotamian-Syrian plains. These settlements were 
strategically located, allowing for control of trade routes. Their primary function 
was to control the flow of resources into the core area (Simmons 1997:C-7).
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The core/periphery arrangement is fundamentally an economic phenomenon. The 
system is based on the redistribution of goods through a centralized, or core, settlement. 
An elaborate system of trade, based on unequal exchange and exploitation, is 
constructed between the core and peripheral settlements. The core settlements, acting 
as the redistribution centers, are provided with multiple resources at the expense of the 
peripheral communities. The system, based on dependency, can be very successfiil or 
cause destabilization.
The utilization of the core/periphery model for the Levantine Neolithic is not un­
problematic. Questions arise concerning whether these societies had the economic, 
organizational, and social complexity to maintain the interaction necessary for such a 
system (Simmons 1997:C-7). There is also question whether the system was needed at 
all. Some researchers state that even with massive "...budding off of Levantine 
communities” (Bar-Yosef and Meadows 1995:81), these communities were mostly self- 
sufficient with no inherent need for such a system. There is also the problem of being 
able to discern from the archaeological record the difference between core enclaves and 
indigenous, self-sufficient Neolithic developments (Simmons 1997:C-8). In order for 
the model to be properly applied to Neolithic societies, "all depends on the looseness of 
the model one employs and its scale” (Kohl 1993:415).
The scarcity of resources in the harsh and unforgiving southern Levantine landscape 
may have acted as a catalyst for the development of a reciprocal economic system. High 
levels of competition for resources more than likely caused great stress. "Stress can 
encourage growing degrees of reciprocity in exchange networks, and lead to mutual 
dependence for regular supplies...” (Bar-Yosef and Meadows 1995:82). Perhaps some
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sort of system of resource redistribution was necessary to ensure survival in such a harsh 
environment as the Levantine desert? The question of whether total dependency 
occurred between core and peripheral settlements can not be properly answered from 
archaeological remains during the Neolithic. However, it is considered doubtful given 
the early stage of trade (Simmons 1997:C-8). Nonetheless, some limited aspect of a 
core/periphery perspective might be useful in examining this period.
Theory is one thing, application another. To examine the Levantine Neolithic under 
the core-periphery model requires a regional and broad perspective. On a regional basis, 
the location of large core and small peripheral sites can be mapped to determine if any 
relational patterns are apparent. The wadis can be targeted as major trade routes, as they 
were used during post-Neolithic times, and the positioning of settlements near these 
wadis may help signify network participation (Simmons I997:C-8). On a smaller scale, 
in-depth investigation into the remains of Neolithic settlements is necessary. The 
remains of small and large settlements must be examined to determine the existence of 
trade relationships.
The excavation and further examination of Ghwair I help determine whether elements 
this core/periphery system existed in the Levantine Neolithic. Ghwair I is located on a 
high hillslope overlooking Wadi Feinan which originates in the Jordanian Plateau and 
drains to the west. The site is an ideal location for trade and monitoring the comings and 
goings within the wadi. Ghwair I is considered a smaller site in Neolithic terms. Was it 
a peripheral, rural outlier participating in a trade network with larger settlements, or a 
self-sufficient community? Did Ghwair I act as a waystation between hunter/gatherers 
and larger settlements, overseeing the supply of resources into a larger redistribution
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center? The investigation of Ghwair I provides an opportunity to examine a small to 
medium-sized settlement with its apex during the fluorescence of the Neolithic, the 
PPNB. Perhaps, through careful examination, it can be determined whether Ghwair I 
was an integral cog in a trade network based on the redistribution of scarce resources. 
This, coupled with other investigations of Neolithic sites varying in size, could 
determine whether the core-periphery model is applicable to the Levantine Neolithic.
Research Domain 2: Temporal Boundaries
Research domain 2 tries to establish temporal boundaries for the Neolithic in the 
southern Levant. In southern Jordan there are numerous recorded PPNB sites, while 
PPNA and PN sites are relatively scarce. Only one PN site. Tell Wadi Feinan (Najjar 
1992). has been recognized in the area. The only four documented PPNA sites in Jordan. 
Iraq el Dubb (Kuijt et al 1991). site WF16 (Finiayson and Mithen 1999) located up the 
wadi from Ghwair I. Sabra, and Dhra (Bennett 1980) do not contain a PPNB component 
(Simmons 1997:C-9). However, the discovery of some el-Khiam points and numerous 
bladelets at Ghwair I suggests a possible PPNA component. The hypothesis states: if 
Ghwair I contained a PPNA and PPNB component along with the PN site located in the 
valley, then Wadi Feinan, featuring Ghwair I, would represent a continuum of Neolithic 
habitation. Wadi Feinan. if all the components were present would provide a temporal 
and spatial laboratory in which to study the Neolithic in the southern Levant.
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Research Domain 3: Late PPNB Abandonment
The third research domain deals with the delicate balance between the ecology and 
the subsistence needs of the Levantine inhabitants. During the late PPNB, there was an 
apparent abandonment of small to medium-sized settlements throughout the southern 
Levant (Simmons 1997:C-10). The cause of this abandonment is still unclear. Multiple 
theories have been put forth regarding the topic, but one solid reason has yet to be agreed 
upon.
Rollefson and Kohler-Rollefson (1992) attribute the abandonment to environmental 
over-exploitation by the Neolithic inhabitants. The combination of early agriculture, 
herding, population aggradation, and the utilization of wild resources, may have put an 
irreversible strain on the already delicate carrying capacity of the ecology. This 
environmental strain led to the abandonment of some settlements and an economic split 
between pastoralists and farmers. This split marked the beginning of the famed Near 
Eastern dichotomy between village farmers and pastoral nomads, or the 'desert' and the 
sown' (Kohler-Rollefson 1988, 1992; Kohler-Rollefson and Rollefson 1990; Rollefson 
and Kohler-Rollefson 1988; Simmons 1997:C-10: Simmons et al. 1988).
Another theory involves a combination of climatic fluctuation with environmental 
over-exploitation. The interplay between the climate and culture regarding the 
abandonment has been examined previously (Bar-Yosef 1995:517-520; Bar-Yosef and 
Belfer-Cohen 1989; McCorriston and Hole 1991: Moore and Hillman 1992). One 
particular model proposed by Davis et aL (1990) and Simmons (1995b) states "the 
combination of drought, the impacts o f expanded human population, intensive
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agriculture and herding, and deforestation for fuel, together caused an environmental 
crisis that has dominated human adaptation in the region ever since” (Simmons 1997: C- 
10).
The climatic argument, supported by General Circulation Models (GCMs) recording 
torrential precipitation, show evidence of summer monsoons between 11,000 and 7,000 
years ago (Kutzbach and Guetter 1986; Kutzbach et al. 1993; Street and Grove 1979; 
Street-Perrot and Roberts 1983). Other paleo-climatic indicators, for example pollen and 
lake levels, support the GCM scenario (El-Moskimany 1994: Roberts and Wright 
1993:218).
Culturally, to increase arable land and obtain fuel. Neolithic inhabitants destroyed the 
vegetation that had helped to retard soil erosion. Lacking substantial vegetation to act as 
a retardant, the torrential rains increased slopewash (Simmons 1997:C-I0). Thus land 
previously cleared was more susceptible to massive soil erosion. The cultural demand 
for settlement space, arable land, pastures, and fuel facilitated the destruction of the soil 
on which subsistence depended. This, combined with other examples of environmental 
exploitation, caused the abandonment of multiple villages. Archaeological evidence for 
such a scenario comes in the form of layers of well-sorted cobbles at several Neolithic 
sites (Simmons 1997:C-11). These cobbles would have congregated as a result of 
slopewash. forming a recognizable stratigraphie indicator. Cobble layers were found at 
'Ain Ghazal (Simmons et al. 1988), Wadi Shu'eib (Simmons et aL 1989), Abu Thawwab 
(Kafafi 1998), and possibly Basta. They are, however, apparently absent at Ghwair I.
Perhaps the investigation of Ghwair I can shed some light on abandonment in the 
PPNB. Was Ghwair I abandoned at the end of the PPNB? Are there signs of
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environmental over-exploitation under the layers of dirt? Is the abundant colluvium 
equivalent to the cobble layers and suggestive of massive de-vegetation? Are the large 
terrace walls in Area II meant to deter erosion?
Relation of this Thesis to the Research Domains
This thesis addresses specific hypotheses put forth in the research domains discussed 
above. Research Domain I depends primarily on the recovery of exotic goods suggesting 
a trade and communication network. Excluding exotic goods, the only other indicator of 
participation in a 'core/periphery' model, in regards to chipped stone, would be evidence 
of the specialization or production of certain chipped stone implements used as a 
commodity in the supposed integral trade network. Therefore, to test this hypothesis 
regarding Ghwair Ts participation in a core/periphery model, an analysis is presented to 
see if there is evidence of workshop or specialized production areas within the site. 
Within Research Domain 2, the temporal designation of Ghwair I is addressed through 
chipped stone analysis and comparative study. The analysis investigates whether 
Ghwair I has the telltale signs of a PPNB village, particularly whether it is a blade-based 
technology with the presence of PPNB 'type' artifacts. The hypothesis of whether 
Ghwair I may have a PPNA component, based on the discovery of PPNA el-Khiam 
points and bladelets. is also examined. Research Domain 3, the causation for the 
abandonment at the end of the PPNB can be addressed on a temporal basis. If no PPNC 
type stone artifacts are recovered, coupled with, radiocarbon dating firmly supporting a 
PPNB habitation, then perhaps the site was abandoned after the PPNB. That would
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make Ghwair I a good candidate for analysis into the reason behind this sudden 
abandonment.
Chronology
Over fifteen radiocarbon samples were taken from various areas and levels 
throughout Ghwair I (see Table 3-1/ The results firmly place Ghwair I in the middle to 
late PPNB. While numerous el-Khiam points were recovered, suggesting a PPNA 
component, no radiocarbon samples as yet support this.
Summary of 1993 Season
In 1993 the Jordanian Antiquities Department and a German team conducted an 
initial excavation of Ghwair I. They excavated what are now called Areas I and 4 (Map 
3-1 ). and cleaned up an exposed section in Area 3 (Simmons and Najjar 1998:91 ). The 
artifacts uncovered at Ghwair I clearly indicate a PPNB habitation with extensive, well- 
preserved architecture. A steep wadi cutting through the site exposes Area 1. located in 
the western part of the site. This erosion has exposed preserved architecture such as 
walls with windows and doorways over 2 m high (Najjar 1994). Area 1 also contains a 
small circular building with a polished granite slab niche, possibly a Neolithic altar 
(Simmons and Najjar 1998:92). Not far from the niche a stone figurine was found 
finther reinforcing the possibility of a ceremonial room (Najjar 1994:79). The 
architecture exposed during the 1993 season is typical for PPNB habitations. Rooms
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Table 3-1. Radiocarbon Dates for Ghwair I, Wadi Feinan, Jordan.
Date B.P. Calibration Laboratory
8812+ 61 7950-7870 B.C. Hd I7219-1754I
7815-7705 B.C.
8627+46 7690-7660 B.C. Hd 17220-17550
7635-7540 B.C.
8528+89 7575-7485 B.C. Hd 17221-17359
8754+52 7929-7592 B.C. DRJ 3256
8755+311 8484-7033 B.C. DRJ 3255
9027+116 8345-8297 B.C. DRI3253
8273-7881 B.C.
7810-7711 B.C.
8806+52 8007-7693 B.C. DRI 3251
7661-7636 B.C.
8880+117 8083-7592 B.C. DRI 3252
8659-178 8035-7411 B.C. DRI 3254
7399-7377 B.C.
7368-7309 B.C.
8590170 ISOS 4325
8870+70 ISGS 4330
8510+70 ISGS 4331
8570+70 ISGS 4332
8620+70 ISGS 4333
1590+70 ISGS 4324
Provenience 
SW-Area 1 ,10S40W 
“early phase”
SW-Area 1 ,05S35W 
“late phase”
N E-Area 4 ,30NI0E
SW-Area 2. 15S05W 
(Lv3)
NE-Area 3 ,00N40E 
(Lv4)
SW-Area 2. 15S05W 
(Lv3)
SW-Area 1.00S35W 
(Room 1-LV 5)
SW-Area U00S35W 
(Room 1-Lv5)
SW-Area 1.00S35W 
(Room 3-Lv 6)
Area 2. 15S05W.Lv.4
Area I. OOS35W. Room I 
west wall. Niche 4.
Area4.30N10E.Lv2
Area 2. 15S05W. Lv2
Area 4 .25N10E. Lv.5 
Feature 17
Geological test pit 
first terrace
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are generally subdivided and situated around a courtyard. They have red plaster floors 
enclosed by rectangular, round or oblong walls. While most of the rooms are small, 
perhaps used for storage, in Area 4 some larger rooms (ca. 4x4.5 m) were uncovered. 
These rooms, one of which had flagstone pavement rather than plaster, were subdivided 
into smaller rooms. Added on construction and refurbishing has obscured definite 
architectural technique and function (Simmons and Najjar 1998:92).
The chipped stone artifacts, blade-based and typical of PPNB habitations, include 
projectile points, borers, sickle blades and naviform cores. The stone tools from the 
1993 season are said to resemble Beidha IV-V (Simmons 1997: C-4), and other 
Neolithic sites in the Wadi Fidan (Adams 1991; Raikes 1980). Ground stone was 
abundant, with examples of grinding slabs, trough querns, mortars, and stone vessels. 
Bone beads, marine shells, spindle whorls, and small stones were found as well as two 
stone anthropomorphic and five clay zoomorphic figurines (Simmons 1997:C-4). There 
were also five potsherds found in 1993. suggesting a PN component or pre-pottery 
experimentation with ceramics (Simmons and Najjar 1998:92). Unfortunately, most of 
the data from the 1993 excavation has not been thoroughly analyzed. The chipped stone 
recovered in 1993 is not included in the present study.
This initial investigation into Ghwair I uncovered enough data to warrant a more 
detailed investigation of the site. However, it was three years before the site was re­
examined. and this time by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) and the 
Jordanian Department of Antiquities.
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Summary of the 1996 Season
During 1996, a three-week field season was conducted, sponsored by the Brennan 
Foundation and UNLV. The co-directors. Dr. Alan Simmons of UNLV and Dr. 
Mohammad Najjar of the Jordanian Antiquities Department, set out to complement the 
data retrieved during the 1993 expedition. They also sought to further develop specific 
research questions (discussed above) to prepare for a large-scale excavation of the site. 
The 1996 project sought to determine the boundaries of the site, determine if there were 
larger structures present, and investigate a large ash pit on the eastern edge of the site 
(Simmons 1997:C-4). With the help of a detailed contour map created using a total 
distance station, three separate areas of the site were tested. Also, in Area I. a partially 
excavated room containing several niches suggesting a ceremonial center was 
investigated (Simmons and Najjar 1998:93).
In Area 1. or the upper terrace, a new 5x5-m unit was opened in an area pre­
determined to have major architecture. Although impeded by large amounts of structural 
rubble, a large room was uncovered, labeled Room 1. Room I contained three evenly 
spaced niches in the southern wall and a floor level opening. The niches may have had a 
ceremonial purpose and the opening was perhaps used as a drain. Room 1 was 
excavated down to the first plaster floor (Simmons 1997: C-4).
The semi-circular "altar* room, first discovered in 1993, was excavated further, 
exposing a burnt area in front of. and a cobble-lined pit opposite of, the granite slab. 
Portions of two other rooms were exposed down to 3 m below the surface. These 
findings warrant further investigation (Simmons 1997:C-4).
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Area 3, the ash pit on the eastern edge of the site, was expanded. A 2x2 area was 
excavated with interesting results. What was thought to be merely a refuse area for the 
PPNB inhabitants was only 1.5 m thick. Under this level a series of pits were exposed; 
these contained a PPNA style point, el Khiam, and a large number of bladelets. This 
may suggest a pre-PPNB habitation with the PPNA level representing the foundation of 
the original settlement (Simmons 1997:C-4).
Area 2. located on the southern boundary of the site, was chosen to determine the 
southernmost point of Ghwair I. A lx2-m test pit was excavated near the base of the hill 
revealing no cultural remains. A 5x5-m unit was excavated down-slope revealing thick 
(ca. I m) parallel walls. Suggestions as to their function include terrace walls to protect 
the site from erosion, rainwater, and slope-wash (Simmons 1997:C-4).
The beginning of the techno-typological analysis of the chipped stone industry at 
Ghwair 1 used in this thesis occurred during 1996. Over 5.000 chipped stone artifacts 
were recovered and analyzed, and. while preliminary, some interesting patterns arose. 
The surplus of bladelets found in Area 3 could represent a PPNA component to the site. 
Also, the proportion of projectile points is profuse, interesting given the medium size of 
the settlement. Ground stone was abundant and analyzed and numerous small finds 
were retrieved. These include jewelry fragments, copper/malachite fragments, an animal 
figurine, an incised baked clay token, and two crude potsherds from Area 1 (Simmons 
I997:C-6).
Flotation samples revealed seeds and carbonized charcoal that have been analyzed by 
Dr. R. Neef of the Deutsches Archaeologisches Institut in Berlin. Pollen samples were 
taken and were analyzed by Dr. P. Wigand of the Desert Research Institute. Faunal
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evidence, analyzed by Dr. Paul Croft, revealed a presence of caprine, cattle, pig, hare, 
jackal, mouse and several types of bird.
The 1996 season created a lot more questions than it answered. It also clearly 
presented a case for further investigation of the site.
Summary of the 1997/98 Season
The 1997/98 excavation season at Ghwair 1 was more extensive and concentrated on 
further exposing Areas 1-lV. Also, some new areas were opened and prepared for 
excavation in the subsequent seasons.
The main goal in Area I was to complete the excavation of Room I. The room was 
exposed down to its primary plaster floor and is irregular in shape (Simmons and Najjar 
1998:94). Three niches are present in the southern wall, and the west wall has a blocked 
doorway with a westward passage. Also, the west wall contains a small niche, a 
window-like feature, and a plaster bench. Two of the niches present may have been used 
for ventilation, as they are hollow up the length of the wall (Simmons and Najjar 
1998:94). The floor appears to have been plastered at least four times and parts of the 
wall showed signs of plaster as well. In the sub-floor near the south wall was a partially 
slab-lined pit that revealed notfiing upon excavation (Simmons and Najjar 1998:95). 
Directly in front of the plaster bench was a cache of projectile points and a small stone 
bowl. A partial burial was discovered in the room fill but was disturbed and offers no 
real insight: it may not even be Neolithic.
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The unique features of Room I suggest a special function area. Adjacent to Room 1, 
two 5x5-m units were opened and excavated down to expose additional architectural 
features. These units were more thoroughly examined during the next season.
In Area 2, the thick parallel walls running east to west in the southern portion of the 
site were further investigated. The depth between the walls proved to be extremely deep 
(over 4 m) and another series of walls was discovered under a layer of ashy deposits. 
This suggests a more complex architectural complex than previously expected for this 
area of the site. The massive walls were also further exposed to the west for about 10 
meters. The supposed sterile Ix2m test unit excavated in 1996 was re-opened, and 
surprisingly artifacts were found at a depth of ca. 2m (Simmons and Najjar 1998:95).
The ashy deposit. Area 3. was also further excavated. The el-Khiam point found in 
the deposit, typical of PPNA. coupled with radiocarbon dates indicating a PPNB 
placement, posed an interesting question regarding the chronology of the area. Once the 
excavation continued below the ashy deposit, three plaster floors in bad condition were 
discovered along with some wall fragments (Simmons and Najjar 1998:95). Erosion 
gullies, perhaps intentional and used to channel water, cut through the plaster floors. A 
5x5-m unit was started over some exposed architecture to the north of the ashy deposit.
A partial burial was discovered, mostly skull fragments, but due to its bad shape no 
origins could be determined (Sirmnons and Najjar 1998:96).
Finally, Area 4. not touched since the 1993 season, was re-opened. In 1993 the five 
5x5m units exposed complex architecture as well as one intrusive Roman burial. Since 
the rooms were already excavated, only the balks needed to be removed. The removed 
balks produced an abundance of artifacts and helpfid insight was gained regarding the
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architectural phasing. It appears there were three separate building phases and the 
earliest phase contained an enormous room almost 10m on each. side. The second and 
third phase saw the area subdivided into smaller rooms (Simmons and Najjar 1998:96).
New areas of Ghwair 1 were also started for further excavation in later seasons. On 
the northwest slope of the site, over exposed architecture, some units were mapped in. 
Area 5. between Areas 2 and 4. was mapped out and excavated down to level one. Also, 
on the lower terrace, near recognized Roman terrace walls, two Ixlm units were 
excavated and used for geological references for the site (Simmons and Najjar 1998:96).
During the 1997/98 season, over 25.000 chipped stone pieces were recovered and 
underwent a techno-typological investigation (see Chapter 5). Due to the high number 
of shatter, tertiary elements, and microflakes, indicative of final reduction or re­
sharpening. it was determined that all stages of chipped stone reduction occurred on site 
(Simmons and Najjar 1998:97). Also, the large number of bladelets. originally thought to 
be a PPNA characteristic, may be the result of a blade technology using naviform cores 
producing bladelets as debris (Wilke and Quintero 1994:40). The assemblage is blade- 
orientated and cores are not overly abundant. The overall assemblage is typical for the 
PPNB. as reflected in the variety of tool types and debitage. Ground stone was 
recovered as well as some unique items including beads, a mother of pearl pendant, a 
bone pendant, and two additional pottery shards (Simmons and Najjar 1998:98). No 
anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figurines were discovered. Faunal, floral, and phytolith 
samples were taken along with soil and sediment specimens to determine the 
geomorphology of the site. Six radiocarbon samples were taken and the results are listed 
in the Chronology section above.
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After the 1997/98 season Ghwair I was determined to be more complex than once 
thought. The architectural intricacy suggests a greater significance for the site, and its 
artifacts, ranging from stone tools to botanical remains, are rich and well preserved.
Summary of the 1998/99 Season
The winter of 1998/99 witnessed the third season of the excavation at Ghwair 1. This 
season, approximately five weeks long, concentrated on the four previously excavated 
areas and one new one.
In Area I, units adjacent to the supposed ceremonial Room I were further exposed. 
The units, some right up the western erosion wall of the site, were excavated down to the 
same levels of Room I and a series of detailed architectural structures were discovered. 
The newly exposed rooms are small, sectional, and have adjacent passageways. They 
are also quite atypical in that they are arranged less symmetrically (Simmons and Najjar 
1999:4). In total, eight bins were excavated, in various multiple arrangements, with red 
plaster floors extending up the walls in some of the structures. Chipped and ground 
stone artifacts were abundant (Simmons and Najjar 1999:4).
In 1998/1999. the goal for Area 2 was the exposure of an intact floor at the base of 
the deep walls revealed during the previous season (Simmons and Najjar 1998:4).
Further excavation revealed highly complex construction with at least 33 separate walls 
and building episodes. At a depth of 3.6 m, above a yellow clay matrix, a floor was 
discovered with an intact work area including a hearth, fiat stones perhaps used as 
chairs, in situ  ground stone, and mat impressions suggesting floor type. During a
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sounding dug below the floor an intact circular hearth was discovered. Further 
excavation below the hearth revealed sterile ground (Simmons and Najjar 1999:5).
In Area 4, first excavated in 1993, four 5x5-m units were exposed to the south of the 
room complex. As expected, there was a concentration of architectural features, except 
one unit placed farther west had no cultural or architectural material and represented the 
western boundary of the room block (Simmons and Najjar 1999:5). A cache of goat and 
cattle skulls was discovered along with a collection of chipped stone blades, points, 
polishing stones, and malachite pendant blanks. This room was determined to be some 
type of workshop. Below the plaster floor was the first intact burial with the body 
resting in a flexed position, typical for a Neolithic burial. However what is atypical is 
that the skull is intact and present, and the individual is a child. The skeleton burial was 
reburied and will be re-excavated during the 1999/2000 season (Simmons and Najjar 
1999:5).
During the summer of 1998. Dr. Jon Cole conducted Ground Penetrating Radar 
(GPR) analysis of Ghwair 1 and revealed an area suggesting considerable architecture.
As a result. Area 6 was plotted and a 5x5-m unit opened. Although preliminary, a large 
wall was exposed in an area suggested by the radar analysis (Simmons and Najjar 
1999:5). Further investigation of the area is needed.
Over 20.000 chipped stone artifacts were recovered from Ghwair 1 during the 
1998/1999 season. The assemblage was typical for a PPNB habitation, again with a large 
concentration of projectile points. While the majority of the recovered points were 
Byblos. there were other el-Khiam points, typical of PPNA, discovered at the site. A 
wide variety of ground stone was discovered including small cups, a possible phallic
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representation, game boards, tokens, stone palettes with pigment remaining, and possibly 
stone weights used in grinding activities (Simmons and Najjar 1999:6). Faunal, 
botanical, and geomorphological evidence continued to be collected and final reports 
will be prepared after the final 1999/2000 season.
Summarv of the 1999/2000 Season
A final major season was conducted during the winter of 1999/2000. Data from that 
season are not incorporated in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY AND TYPOLOGY 
Excavation and Field Recovery of Cultural Remains 
All six areas of the site were excavated with an emphasis on consistency and 
accuracy in regards to data collection. During the excavation, twenty percent of the 
matrix was screened in % inch mesh, and all chipped stone was collected and placed in a 
bag according to its area, level and feature number (FN). Upon completion of the 
excavation level, each of the bags were brought back to the base camp and artifacts were 
washed. Once dry, the artifacts were re-bagged and taken to the laboratory for initial 
sorting. At any time during the excavation process, any piece, upon second inspection, 
deemed non-cultural was discarded. Some artifacts were retrieved from wet sieving, or 
flotation, conducted to extract any paleobotanical data. These pieces were labeled and 
delivered to the laboratory for the initial sorting.
Sorting and Recording
The washed chipped stone artifacts were brought to the laboratory and prepared for 
sorting. The artifacts from Ghwair I were sorted based on a techno-typological system 
emphasizing the reduction sequence as its primary analytical unit (Simmons 1999:124). 
Figure 4-1 presents a schematic illustration of the analytical hierarchy.
40
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Figure 4-1. Chipped Stone Schematic Flow Chart Used in Sorting and Typology.
Most of the chipped stone descriptions are self-explanatory and follow established 
Near Eastern Neolithic typologies (e.g. Gebel and Kozlowski 1994). Five classes, 
however, need further explanation. Debitage represents usable blanks that could have 
been further modified (or retouched) into tools. Principal debitage types consist of 
flakes, blades, and bladelets (12mm or less in width), as well as more specialized 
classes, including a primary flake or blade having at least 75% cortex still on the dorsal 
face of the piece, and secondary flake or blade having less than 75% cortex. Tertiary 
flakes and blades have no cortex at all. Microflakes are a separate class, and are less 
than 15mm in length (Chapman 1977:421; Schutt and Vierra 1980:47; Simmons 
1982:193) and contain diagnostic elements such as platforms. These artifacts usually are 
indicative of either final tool manufacture or re-sharpening activities.
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One specialized debitage class has been termed “massive test” flakes or blades, and 
accounts for an unusual type fotmd at Ghwair I. These “massive tests” come in both 
blade and flake proportions and are often crudely retouched. Their measurements 
exceed 50x25 cm in at least two dimensions. Some functional suggestions include 
architectural building block trimming tools or ground stone manufacture (Simmons and 
Najjar 1998:98) Core tablets and core-trimming elements (CTE) are specialized 
byproducts of core production, preparation, and rejuvenation.
Collection areas were designated on the laboratory table and artifacts were sorted by 
the techno-typological system and whether the piece was complete or broken. Tools and 
cores were also identified at this stage, but not typed. A second examination was offered 
after the completion of each sort and, once satisfied, the raw count of materials fl’om the 
FN was transferred to a tally sheet (see Appendix 1).
The tally sheet separated the pieces into individual classes, specifying the number of 
artifacts and whether they were complete or broken. The tally sheets also accounted for 
the weight, in mg, of the debris, chips and chunks. The artifacts were then placed in 
bags and labeled with information regarding their provenience, type, and state of 
completion.
The tools and cores were set aside for subsequent detailed typological and attribute 
analyses. A sample of unbroken debitage was subjected to an attribute analysis. These 
attributes and further techno-typological descriptions are based on established Levantine 
chipped stone classifications, with particular emphasis on the Neolithic (Baird 1994; 
Bar-Yosef and Gopher 1991; Bordaz 1970; Bordes 1961; Brezillon 1971; Eigfuney 
1992; Gebel and Kozloski 1994; Gopher 1994; Nadel 1994b, 1997; RoIIefson et al.
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1994; Rosen 1997; Servello 1976). The complete debitage samples were measured and 
classified in the field. Each piece, using calipers, was measured for length, width and 
thickness. The provenience was noted along with its FN and number. Non-metric 
technological attributes, such as platform and end type were recorded. The platform, or 
proximal end, is where the point of percussion occurred in the extraction of nuclei from 
the core. The end, or distal, is considered the tip of the artifact. For a complete list of the 
platform and end types please see Appendix I. It was then determined whether each 
piece had been burned or heat-treated, and finally any peculiarities were noted.
Cores were also measured and analyzed in the field. Analysis consisted of placing 
cores within a type, plus measuring length and width. The tools collected from the site 
were brought back to UNLV to be worked on in the Near Eastern laboratory in the 
Anthropology Department. Upon their return, all tools were measured for length, width, 
and thickness when possible. Class, type, burned or not burned, platform and end were 
recorded as was complete or broken. The tool's blank was also recorded. This blank' 
refers to the type of debitage on which the tool was manufactured.
Once all of the data was collected and recorded, the information was transferred to a 
computer for statistical analysis. Quattro-Pro and Microsoft Excel, quantitative and 
statistical analysis programs, were utilized to organize and analyze the data. Once the 
information was entered into the program the dictates of the research questions 
determined how the data were retrieved.
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Typology
The following descriptive section organizes and defines the techno-typological 
system used to classify the debitage, cores, and tools from Ghwair I. The overall classes 
are discussed and then the types within each class are clearly defined (see Figure 4-1 for 
reference).
Chipped Stone Typological System
See Figure 4-1 for illustration. The chipped stone techno-typological system is 
clearly defined in this section (Bordaz 1970; Bordes 1961; Gebel and Kozlowski 1994; 
Rosen 1997; Simmons 1999; Simmons and Najjar 1998:98).
Waste Materials:
A. Debitage: All un-retouched pieces with bulbs of percussion, or broken 
pieces that are products of percussion and large enough to preserve some 
identifiable attributes (Rosen 1997:31). These “blanks” are typically 
what the majority of tools were manufactured on.
1. Flakes: Flakes are artifacts whose width can exceed their length. 
They are normally larger than 15mm in length and 12mm in 
width. Primary flakes have at least 75% cortex on the dorsal 
surface of the piece. Secondary flakes have less than 75% cortex, 
and tertiary flakes have no cortex at all.
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2. Blades: The width of a blade is always less than half its length. 
They are larger than 15mm in length and 12mm in width. A 
primary blade has at least 75% cortex on the dorsal face of the 
piece. Secondary blades have less than 75% cortex, and tertiary 
blades have no cortex at all.
3. Core Tablets and Core Trimming Elements (CTE): These pieces 
can reflect specialized core renewal and preparation. They also 
may be the result of poor execution, impurities in the raw 
material, the byproduct of expedient processing, or mistakes 
(Rosen 1997:31-32).
4. Massive Tests (flakes or blades): Large, crudely retouched blades 
or flakes that exceed 50x25 cm in at least two dimensions. Their 
purpose is unknown, but may be related to architectural 
construction or ground stone preparation (Simmons and Najjar 
1998:98)
B. Cores: Cores act as a nucleus for any stone implement desired by the 
user. The core, in a subtractive process, is chipped and/or ground to a 
desired shape or for utilization of the chipped pieces. These chipped 
pieces are further modified, or retouched, to a desired shape and/or 
implement (Rosen 1997:21).
C. Burin Snails: Burin spalls are the by-product of burin manufacturing. 
Burins are tools manufactured by a longitudinal blow down the edge 
of a flake or blade leaving a chisel-like end (Rosen 1997:100). The
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debris from the longitudinal blow is the burin spall. There is debate 
whether the burin or the burin spall is the real tool. Perhaps both 
pieces served some purpose. It has been suggested that burin spalls 
have been used as retouched drill bits (Simmons 1999:140).
D. Bladelets: Bladelets are classified as elongated blades usually less 
than 50mm long and less than 12mm wide (Bar-Yosef and Gopher 
1991).
E. Microflakes: Micro flakes are less than 15mm long and are usually 
thin and narrow (Rosen 1997:31; Simmons 1999:125).
F. Debris: Debris is the result of shatter during manufacture or heat 
treatment. The category is amorphous and is broken down to “chips" 
and “chunks.” Chips are defined as less than 2cm in maximal 
dimension. There is some debate regarding the fact that all pieces 
under 2cm are regarded as debris chips; however, the number was 
borne out of an assumption stating that most tools require flakes or 
blades larger than 2cm in maximal dimension (Rosen 1997:30). 
Chunks are greater than 2cm in maximal dimension.
G. Hammerstones: Hammerstones. generally not the product of 
conchoidal fracture, are often incorporated into chipped stone 
assemblages (Rosen 1997:101). Hammerstones are spheroid items 
bearing signs of battering on their cortex resulting from core 
reduction. They are capable of being held in the palm of the hand and 
their size tends to vary (Gopher 1997:165). They are produced
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through crushing and pecking the cobbles and usually range in size 
from 5 to 10cm in diameter (Rosen 1997:101).
Raw Material
In this study, we did not distinguish raw material types. While this can be a useful 
attribute, the majority of the raw materials used at Ghwair I are locally available. By 
“local” we mean that most of the materials used could be procured from either the wadi 
bottom adjacent to the site, from the greater Wadi Feinan region, up to 15 km away, or 
from the Jordanian plateau immediately above Ghwair I. Most of the material at Ghwair 
is a relatively fine-quality chert, most often with a gray color. Some material also is 
brown, black, or white. We did not identify any exotic (that is. imported) raw materials 
at the site.
Tool Typological System
Tools, in this analysis, are any pieces that have undergone deliberate secondary 
modification in the form of retouch. Special attention has been paid to discerning 
between retouch and post-depositional taphonomic activities that could have mimicked 
retouch, such as “spontaneous retouch” (Newcomer 1987). For this study, retouch had 
to be clearly defined. The only exception to this are the large categories o f ‘retouched 
blades” and “retouched flakes” (see respective definitions below). Most of the tools 
identified here are commonly recognized Levantine types and follow standard
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definitions ( Bordaz 1970; Bordes 1961; Eighmey 1992; Gopher 1994,1997; Gebel and 
Kozlowski 1994; Nadel 1994b; Rosen 1997; Simmons 1999; Tixier 1963).
We decided that a classification based on a fine-grained typology would be the best 
strategy to describe the tools recovered at Ghwair I. The result was a number of discrete 
classes consisting of specific types. This approach allowed us to categorize the tools 
from Ghwair I in a very detailed fashion. We realize, however, that for analytical 
purposes, the multitude of types could reasonably be lumped into much smaller groups. 
In subsequent analysis of this thesis, this lumping approach is used. 1 feel justified, 
however, in the approach taken here since it provides a very detailed description of the 
tool assemblage.
In the following pages. I provide brief descriptions for the tool types used in this 
analysis. Most of these have been described elsewhere in detail (e.g.. see references in 
previous paragraph), and we provide specific references only where required. Finally, 
the hierarchy described below is based on the evolution of the analytical system. 
Numbers refer to class and type and are not always in sequence (e.g.. 1-1 refers to a 
Byblos type point in the projectile point class, where the first “ I” is the class and the 
second “ I” is the type). As analysis proceeded, new types were occasionally added to a 
class. For example, “1-18” (Byblos spear) was added to the analysis later in the study 
when this type was identified.
01. Projectile Points: The most common indicators of Neolithic assemblages are 
the arrowheads, or projectile points. They serve as a “fossil director” in 
designating the multiple Neolithic cultures (Nadel 1994b:408). Figure 4-2 
presents some projectile points considered diagnostic for the PPNB.
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(A) (B)
(C)
Figure 4-2. An illustration of several projectile points found at Ghwair I, identified as (A) 
Byblos, (B) Jéricho variant 1, and (C) el-Khiam.
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I-I. Bvblos: The Byblos point is created on a blade and its tang is set off 
from the body by an angle greater than 120 degrees. The tang, varying in 
form, is generally not much narrower than the body and forms a natural 
continuation. In some cases, the shoulders, connecting the body to the 
tang, are not symmetrical (Gopher 1994:36-38). Retouch is generally 
unifacial and substantial portions of the point are sometimes retouched 
(Eighmey 1992:95).
1-2. Bvblos Variant I : In the system used at Ghwair 1 we recognized 
several variants of Byblos points. Variant I is similar to a “regular”
Byblos point except that the shoulders are semi-winged. They represent a 
hybrid between Byblos and Jericho points, and in some cases 'Ain 
Ghazal.
1-3. Bvblos Variant 2: Variant 2 has very minimal retouch on the tang.
1-4. Bvblos Variant 3: Variant 3 has an asymmetrical tang where one side 
is larger than the other.
1-5. Bvblos Variant 4: Variant 4 has an offset tang which is at an angle to 
the body of the point.
1-6. Miniatme Bvblos: A Byblos point created on a bladelet.
1-7. Bvblos/Othen Variation of the Byblos point not within the range of 
variants described above.
1-8. Jericho: The Jericho point is created on a straight, noncurved or 
twisted blade. The tang is set off from the body fay an angle of 90 degrees
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or less. The tang is triangular, trapezoidal, elliptical, or oval in shape 
(Gopher 1994:36).
1-9. Jericho Variant 1 : Jericho variant 1 is nearly a Byblos point in that 
the wings are almost at a Byblos angle. This variant is quite similar to 
Byblos variant 1.
I-10. 'Ain Ghazal: These points are fashioned on small converging bi­
directional blades with fine retouch along the bifacial tangs. The 
shoulders are flat and form right angles perpendicular to the tang 
(Eighmey 1992:97). 'Ain Ghazal points are similar to Jericho points, but 
the wings are at 90 degrees.
1-11. El-Khiam: This point is fashioned on a bladelet and has a concave 
or flat base. Most points have a pair of bilateral notches near the base of 
the tool and sometimes two sets or more of notches. At times, a knob, or 
mini-tang, divides the base into two concave parts (Gopher 1994:32) The 
El-Khiam has been labeled the most common point type for Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic A (PPNA) sites (Nadel 1994b:408. 1997:82).
1-12. Amuo: The Amuq point is a leaf-shaped arrowhead created on a 
long blade. The contact angle between the body and tang is greater than 
160 degrees. The tang may be shaped like a rectangle, trapezoid, or it 
may be pointed. The base of the tang is either straight or convex (Gopher 
1994:39).
1-13. Other These are unidentifiable points, or odd combinations of 
different points.
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1-14. FragmentAJmdentifîable: This example has enough evidence to 
classify it as a point; however, distinguishing typological features are 
missing.
1-15. Jericho Miniature: A small Jericho point manufactured on a 
bladelet.
1-16. 'Ain Ghazal Miniature: A small 'Ain Ghazal point manufactured on 
a bladelet.
1-17. El Khiam Un-notched: An el-Khiam point without the bilateral 
notches.
1-18. Bvblos Spear: A large Byblos point, possibly used as a spear rather 
than a projectile point.
02. Piercing Tools: This category, quite common at Ghwair 1. includes drills, 
awls and borers, and crosscuts many functional descriptions (RoIIefson et al. 
1994). The fact that this class is pointed suggests that the tools were used for 
piercing or creating holes (Rosen 1997:68).
2-1. Perforator/Percoir/Flake Borer: “Flake with a short sharp tip formed 
by alternate semi-steep or steep retouch which defines the tip by either 
one shoulder or two. One or both borer edges may be defined by retouch 
and notches. Owing to the alternate retouch, the borer tip is almost 
always twisted off the plane of the piece” (Tixier 1963:63). Borers 
include elongated symmetrical tools fashioned on flakes. Generally, the 
tip is the only modified part of the artifact (Nadel 1997:90)
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2-2. Tang Blade Drill/Straight: A drill fashioned on a blade with a tang 
protruding straight from the base of the piece. The tang is the drill bit.
2-3. Tang Blade Drill/Angled: A drill fashioned on a blade with a tang at 
an angle from the base of the piece. The tang is the drill bit.
2-4. Tang Drill/Bodv: A drill on the body of a piece with a tang.
2-5. Drill/Short Bit: A fashioned drill with a short working bit (RoIIefson 
etal. 1994:453).
2-6. Drill/Long Bit: A fashioned drill with a long working bit (RoIIefson 
etal. 1994:453).
2-7. Drill/Alternate: A drill bit formed with alternate retouch.
2-8. Meche De Foret: A piece with fully retouched edges converging at 
both ends forming a point (Nadel 1997:90).
2-9. Double Drill: A fashioned drill with a working bit at both the distal 
and proximal ends.
2-10. Blade Borer: Similar to a flake borer (seen above) but fashioned 
from a blade rather than a flake.
2-11. Drill Tip: A broken drill bit represented by the tip.
2-12. Fragment: A small portion of a drill bit.
2-13. Double Borer: A double borer is a piece with both ends fashioned 
as working borers (Nadel 1997:91).
2-14. Meche De Foref/Variant: Similar to 2-8 with a thicker base.
2-15. Massive Perforator/Awl: A large, crudely fashioned piercing tool.
2-16. Micro-Drill/Bladelet: A drill fashioned on a bladelet.
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03. Scrapers: Scrapers vary in function and manufacturing often tends to be ad 
hoc. The function of the scraper cannot be defined with great detail since its 
analysis suggests a range of functions. The scraping of hard and soft materials 
appears to be one of its many uses (Rosen 1997:86-87).
3-1. End Scraper: A blade or flake with a continuous flat retouched 
surface at one end, distal or proximal, generally rounded and sometimes 
rectangular or oblique. Retouch may be steep and scaled to flat and 
invasive (Tixier 1963:54).
3-2. Side Scraner: A blade or flake with steep or invasive retouch on the 
lateral rather than distal edge.
3-3. Side/End Scraner: A blade or flake with steep or invasive retouch on 
the lateral and distal edges.
3-4. Double Side Scraner: A blade or flake with steep or invasive retouch 
bilaterally.
3-5. Double End Scraper: A blade or flake with steep or invasive retouch 
on both the proximal and distal ends.
3-6. Micro-End Scraner: An end scraper fashioned on a micro lith.
3-7. Thumbnail Scraner: A very small end scraper.
3-8. Carinated Scraner: A flake with a rounded end scraper at one 
extreme with a keeled profile formed by retouch. This keeled appearance 
may be from the shape of the flake (Bordes 1961).
3-9. Fragment/Edge: A portion of a scraper, usually only represented by a 
broken edge.
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3-10. Thumbnail/Interior Retouch: A very small end scraper with the 
retouch only occiuring on the interior surface.
3-11. Side Scraper/Interior Retouch: A side scraper with the retouch 
occurring only on the interior surface.
3-12. Side Scraper/Massive: A large, crudely formed side scraper.
04. Burins: Burins are pointed tools created from a longitudinal blow down the 
edge of a blade or flake. leaving a chisel-like end (Rosen 1997:100). The 
frmction of these tools is unknown and questions remain whether the burin or the 
burin spall is the actual tool.
4-1. Single Blow/Straight Burin: A burin on either a flake or blade with a 
single straight longitudinal blow or facet.
4-2. Double Blow/Straight Burin: A burin on either a flake or blade with 
two straight longitudinal blows.
4-3. Single Blow/Angle Burin: A burin on either a flake or blade with a 
single angled longitudinal blow.
4-4. Double Blow/Angle Burin: A burin on either a flake or blade with 
two angled longitudinal blows.
4-5. Multiple Blow/Single Face Burin: A burin with several blows on one 
face.
4-6. Double/Opposed Burin: A burin on either a flake or blade with a 
bilateral longitudinal blow.
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4-7. Transverse Burin: A burin formed by the intersection of a naturally 
flat lateral edge and where the burin is struck perpendicular to the axis of 
the piece (Tixier 1963:72).
4-8. Multiple Burin: A burin fashioned by at least three burin facets 
bisecting the long axis of the piece (Tixier 1963:70).
4-9. Dihedral Burin: A burin fashioned by the intersection of at least two 
facets, with one parallel to the long axis and one perpendicular. The 
facets form a 90-degree angle at the intersection (Tixier 1963:70).
05. Notches: A flake or blade with a notch fashioned on it normally from direct 
percussion or retouch. This tool is an expedient type showing little 
standardization. Its function may have included the light scraping of hard objects 
(Rosen 1997:90: Tixier 1963:119).
5-1. Single Notch: A flake or blade with single notch.
5-2. Double Notch: A flake or blade with two notches.
5-3. Double Opposed: This piece is often referred to as a strangulated 
piece (Nadel 1997:117). It is a flake or blade with two opposing notches 
that markedly constrict the piece (Tixier 1963:119).
06. Denticulates: A denticulate piece has three or more adjacent notches forming 
a somewhat rough serrated edge. The notches may be formed by single a blow 
or continuous retouch (Tixier 1963:121).
6-1. Denticulate: A flake or blade with more than three adjacent notches.
6-2. Bilateral Denticulate: A flake or blade with denticulation on both 
edges.
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07. Serrated Pieces: A flake or blade with small, fine, multiple adjacent notches 
formed by retouch or single blows.
7-1. Lateral Serrated: A flake or blade with small, fine, multiple adjacent 
notches on one edge.
7-2. Bilateral Serrated: A flake or blade with small, fine, multiple 
adjacent notches on both edges.
7-3. Transverse Serrated: A flake or blade with small, fine, multiple 
adjacent notches perpendicular to the axis of the piece.
08. Knives: Knives are generally larger and heavier than projectile points and 
more asymmetrically shaped. Morphological attributes are also quite similar to 
scrapers and larger projectile points, and fonction can become obscured 
(RoIIefson et al. 1994:454). It is not clear whether knives form their own tool 
class or simply are larger examples of other tools?
8-1. Unifacial/Lateral Knife: Blades or flakes with unifacial retouch 
forming an edge angle that is sharp on one edge (RoIIefson et al. 1994: 
451).
8-2. Unifacial/Bilateral Knife: Blades or flakes with unifacial retouch 
forming an edge angle that is sharp on both edges.
8-3. Bifacial/Lateral BCmTe: Blades or flakes with bifacial retouch forming 
an angle that is sharp on one edge.
8-4. Bifacial/Bilateral Knife: Blades or flakes with bifacial retouch 
forming an angle that is sharp on both edges.
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8-5. Tabular Kntfer These knives are made on thick pieces with deeply 
invasive bifacial flaking along the lateral edges creating a lenticular or 
sublenticular cross section (RoIIefson et al. 1994:451 ).
8-6. Fragment: A broken knife.
09. Sickle/Glossed Pieces: Tools with sheen visible to the naked eye, presumably 
caused by cutting cereals and other grasses. They are unusual tools in that they 
are defined by wear rather than morphology (Nadel 1997:93).
9-1. Gloss Onlv/Lateral Piece: A flake or blade with sheen on its lateral 
edge.
9-2. Gloss Qnlv/Bilateral Piece: A flake or blade with sheen on both 
lateral edges.
9-3. Gloss On Retouched Piece/Same Side: A flake or blade that is 
retouched and exhibits sheen on the retouched edge.
9-4. Gloss On Retouched Piece/Opposite Side: A flake or blade that is 
retouched and exhibits sheen on the opposite edge.
9-5. Gloss/Serrated/Lateral Piece: A flake or blade with serration and 
sheen on one edge.
9-6. Gloss/Serrated/Bilateral Piece: A flake or blade with serration and 
sheen on both edges.
9-7. Fragment: A broken sickle blade or flake.
10. Truncations: These tools have retouch on a break with flat scars on the dorsal 
face. The retouch can at times hide the break (Nadel 1997:1 II).
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lO-L Straight Truncation: A flake or blade with a straight truncation 
perpendicular to the long axis of the piece.
10-2. Oblique Truncation: A flake or blade with a truncation oblique to 
the long axis of the piece.
10-3. Double Straight/Concave: A flake or blade with two truncated 
ends, one straight and the other concave.
10-4. Double Oblique/Concave: A flake or blade with two truncated ends, 
one oblique to the long axis of the piece and the other concave.
10-5. Concave Truncation: A flake or blade with concave truncation.
10-6. Double Straight Truncation: A flake or blade with a straight 
truncation perpendicular to the long axis of the piece at both ends.
10-7. Double Oblique/Straight Tnmcation: A flake or blade with two 
truncations, one oblique to the long axis of the piece and the other 
straight.
11. Tanged Pieces: A flake or blade with a retouched tang. As opposed to 
projectile points, the bodies of these artifacts are usually not retouched.
11-1. Tanged Piece: A flake or blade modified with a tang at either the 
distal or proximal end: there is no retouch on the body.
11-2. Tang Fragment: A broken piece where only the tang is present; 
these also could represent broken projectile point tangs.
11-3. Tang On A Laterallv Retouched Blade: A laterally retouched blade 
modified with a tang.
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11 -4. Tang/Sîngle Shoulden A flake or blade with retouch on a single 
shoulder forming a partial tang.
12. Backed Pieces: A backed piece has extremely abrupt retouch and is 
occasionally bipolar (Rosen 1997:60). A backed piece has steep retouch along 
the whole of one lateral edge. The backing may be straight, convex, or concave, 
and the piece may be pointed or blunt (Tixier 1963:84).
12-1. Continuouslv Backed Piece: A piece with continual backing along 
one lateral edge.
12-2. Partial Backed Piece: A piece with partial backing along its lateral 
edge.
12-3. “Semi-Backed”: A piece where the backing is semi-abrupt.
12-4. Naturallv Backed: A piece where the backing is on a cortical edge.
13. Microliths: Tools fashioned on bladelets normally less than 12mm wide and 
50mm long. Microliths normally characterize Natuflan and PPNA cultures, but 
occur consistently at Ghwair 1.
13-1. Retouched Bladelet/Lateral: A bladelet with retouch on one edge. 
13-2. Retouched Bladelet/Bilateral: A bladelet with retouch on both 
edges.
13-3. Backed Bladelet/Lateral: A bladelet backed on one edge.
13-4. Backed Bladelet/Bilateral: A bladelet backed on both edges.
13-5. Straight Truncation: A bladelet with a straight tnmcation 
perpendicular to the long axis of the piece.
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13-6. Oblique Truncation: A bladelet with a truncation oblique to the long 
axis of the piece.
13-7. Concave Truncation: Bladelet with a concave truncation.
13-8. Rectangle: A bladelet with geometric retouch on at least three edges 
forming a rectangle.
13-9. Triangle: A bladelet with geometric retouch forming a triangle.
13-10. Lunate: A bladelet with retouch forming a semi-circular arch.
13-11. Serrated: A bladelet with multiple adjacent notches.
13-12. Notch: A bladelet with a notch.
14. Retouched Blades: Retouched pieces consist of retouched blades and flakes. 
These two classes comprise a large proportion of the tools and are the least 
sophisticated of implements from Ghwair 1. As is standard with other typologies, 
retouched pieces are often viewed as expedient tools, quickly manufactured, 
used, and discarded. Another term for "retouched pieces” could have been 
"utilized pieces.” In this study, we did not define the type of retouch on these 
implements (e.g. abrupt or steep, semi-steep, marginal). In the majority of cases, 
the retouch type was semi-steep or marginal. We do not discount the fact that 
many of these so-called tools could have been "accidentally” retouched. 
Accordingly, we do not place great interpretive value on these classes.
14-1. Lateral/Continuous: A blade fashioned with continuous retouch on 
one edge.
14-2. Lateral/Partial: A blade with partial retouch on one edge.
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14-3. Bilateral/Continuous: A blade fashioned with continuous retouch on 
both edges.
14-4. Bilateral/Partial: A blade with partial retouch on both edges.
14-5. Lateral/Continuous/Pointed: A pointed blade fashioned with 
continuous retouch on one edge.
14-6. Alternating: A blade with alternating retouch.
14-7. Alternate: A blade with alternate retouch.
15. Retouched Flakes: A flake with marginal retouch or secondary modification.
15-1. Lateral/Continuous: A flake with continuous retouch on one edge.
15-2. Lateral/Partial: A flake with partial retouch on one edge.
15-3. Bilateral/Continuous: A flake with continuous retouch on both 
edges.
15-4. Bilateral/Partial: A flake with partial retouch on both edges.
16. Axes: Axes have unifacial or bifacial retouch over most of their surfaces. 
They are elongated and have parallel sides, which are convex or convergent 
(Nadel 1997:99).
16-1. Bifacial Axe: Axe with retouch on both faces.
16-2. Polished Axe: Axes that are highly polished and usually do not 
exhibit retouch scars.
16-3. Unifacial Axe: Axe with retouch on one face.
16-4. Bifacial/Partial: Axe with partial retouch on both faces.
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16-5. Miniature Bifacial Chopper: A modified miniature cobble with a 
sharp edge from removal of the cortex from flaking (Rosen 1997:98).
The retouch is on both faces.
16-6. Bifacial Chopper: A cobble modified by the removal of a few flakes 
from the cortical surface forming a sharp edge (Rosen 1997:98). The 
retouch is on both faces.
16-7. Miniature Polished Axe: A miniature axe that is highly polished and 
usually does not exhibit retouch scars.
17. Varia: Any pieces fashioned with either (A)- two or more attributes of 
different tool types forming a hybrid with no distinct typology (e.g. multiple 
tools), or (B)- with retouch or morphology that does not fit within the 
standardized typology.
18. Tool Fragments: Fragments, or pieces, of a tool, too small or un-diagnostic to 
determine type.
19. Biface: Flakes or blades with retouch on both faces. In practical terms, many 
bifaces could have functioned as portable cores that had been partially reduced.
19-1. One Edge: A flake or blade with bifacial retouch on one edge.
19-2. Two Edges: A flake or blade with bifacial retouch on two edges.
19-3. Complete/Entire Surface: A flake or blade with bifacial retouch 
over entire surfaces.
20 Unifaces: Flakes or blades with unifacial retouch.
20-1. Complete: A flake or blade with unifacial retouch over one entire 
side.
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20-2. Fragment: A broken uniface.
Core Typology
The manufacture of stone tools is a subtractive process wherein a block of stone, 
a core, is chipped and/or ground either to a desired shape or for the exploitation 
of the chipped pieces, flakes, which are further modified, retouched, to the 
desired shape (Rosen 1997:21).
The core is the nucleus from which nuclei, chipped flakes or blades, are taken. It acts 
as a resource and raw material from which to fashion tools and other chipped stone 
implements. In the core typology used at Ghwair I, several categories were initially 
recognized. As with tools, we decided that an approach based on a fine-grained 
typology would be the best strategy to describe the cores recovered at Ghwair 1. realizing 
that for analytical purposes, the excess of types could be lumped into a smaller number 
of groups. The typology used initially divided cored into three basic groups, flake cores, 
blade cores, and bladelet cores, each consisting of several types, as described below. As 
with tools, the numbers in the following list refer to the type niunber and are not 
necessarily sequentially arranged. That is, not all flake cores take up the first several 
numbers, followed by blade cores. Rather, this numbering sequence represents new 
types that were added as necessary.
1. Flake Material Test: These cores had three or fewer removal scars and 
probably represented raw material tests for reduction suitability.
2. Flake Single Platform: These cores had flake proportion blanks 
removed from a single face.
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3. Flake Multidirectional: These cores had blanks removed from several 
recognizable faces.
4. Flake Globular: These are multidirectional cores that have had so many 
blanks removed that identifiable removal surfaces are no longer 
recognizable.
5. Flake Bi-directional: These cores had flake blanks removed from two 
identifiable platforms that are not opposed.
6. Flake Opposed Platform: These cores had flake blanks removed from 
two opposed platforms.
7. Flake Pvramidal: These cores have had flake blanks removed in an 
uneven circular manner, resulting in a pyramidal-shaped nucleus.
8. Flake Discoidal: These cores have had flake blanks removed in an even 
circular manner, resulting in a rather flat, heavily reduced nucleus.
9. Exhausted: Exhausted cores are ones that are so reduced that it is 
difficult to assign attributes or a specific type to them. These cores could 
no longer provide usable blanks.
10. Core On Flake: This is a specialized core in which blanks were 
removed from a nucleus that is a large, and reducible, flake.
11. Flake 90 degree: These cores had flake blanks removed from two 
platforms that are at a 90 degree angle from each other.
12. Blade Single: These cores had blade proportion blanks removed from 
a single face.
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13. Blade Naviform: These are “classic” boat-shaped cores diagnostic of 
the PPNB (cf. Wilke and Quintero 1994:33).
14. Blade Opposed: These cores have blade blanks removed from two 
opposed platforms.
15. Blade 90 Degree: These cores had blade blanks removed from two 
platforms that are at a 90 degree angle from each other.
16. Bladelet: These are cores that produced bladelet blanks. In the 
typology used here, we did not distinguish subtypes of bladelet cores.
17. Indeterminate: These are cores that could not be fit into any other 
types established.
18. Fragment Flake: These are fragments of flake cores.
19. Fragment Blade: These are fragments of blade cores.
20. Fragment Bladelet: These are fragments of bladelet cores.
21. Fragment Indeterminate: These are fragments of cores where it can 
not be determined what type of blank was produced.
22. Spheroidal: These are specialized cores that have an overall 
spheroidal or "marble-shaped” morphology. They are usually flake cores.
23. Tabular: These are cores on tabular flint.
24. Hammerstone/Core: These are cores that, once spent, were reused as 
hammerstones.
25. Core on Blade: This is a specialized core in which blanks were 
removed from a nucleus that is a large and reducible blade.
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26. Sub Pvramidal. Flake: These cores are similar to pyramidal cores, but 
they are not reduced in a completely uneven circular fashion.
27. Blade Multidirectional: These are cores that produced blade blanks 
from several recognizable faces.
28. Bifacial: These are specialized cores with flaking on all sides. In 
practical terms, these resemble the tool class “bifaces.”
29. Subdiscoidal: These cores are similar to subdiscoidal cores, but they 
are not reduced in a completely even circular fashion.
The terminology defined above will be utilized in the chipped stone analysis in the 
following chapters.
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OVERALL SITE ANALYSIS 
The overall analysis of Ghwair I includes all recovered chipped stone implements 
from the 1996. 1997/8. and 1998/9 seasons. The assemblage recovered by the German 
project in 1993 is not available for analysis and is not included in the overall count. All 
tools (N=2,633) recovered from Ghwair I were either analyzed in the field or in the Near 
Eastern Archaeology Laboratory at the University of Nevada. Las Vegas. All of the 
tables, figures, and charts presented in this chapter represent one hundred percent of the 
recovered chipped stone; however, as stated earlier, only 20% of the excavated sediment 
was screened. Therefore, the tool population is complete in regards to the artifact 
retrieval percentage. This ratio holds true for cores and debitage as well.
The entire assemblage of retrieved cores (N=567) from Ghwair 1 was analyzed and is 
presented later in this chapter. Like the tools, these quantitative representations cover 
100% of the retrieved core sample from the site. The debitage. however, is a different 
story. Due to the large amounts and varying types of debitage, only small samples of 
predominant classes were analyzed, although all material was typologically classified. 
This sample selected for additional analysis was comprised of complete primary, 
secondary, and tertiary flakes and blades. The flake sample (N=1,4I6) represents 13.7% 
of all recovered flakes (N=10.288), and 3.1% of the entire assemblage excluding tools 
(N=45,755). The blade sample (N=947) represents 8.8% of all recovered blades
68
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(N=I 0,709), and 2.1% of the entire debitage/other assemblage. The flake and blade 
samples combined (N=2.363). excluding tools, represent only 4.8% of the entire 
retrieved assemblage. Therefore, it must be noted that the quantitative analysis of the 
debitage is based upon a limited sample representing less than 7% of the entire retrieved 
assemblage.
Over the course of three archaeological seasons, 48.388 chipped stone artifacts were 
recovered from the site. These represent tools, debitage, cores, and other chipped stone 
artifact classes, and are presented in Table 5-1 and Figure 5-1.
Table 5-1. Total Chipped Stone Tally for Ghwair I. Wadi Feinan. Jordan.
Total %
Tools 2.633 5.4
Debitage
Cortical Flakes 909 1.8
Secondary Flakes 3.866 7.9
Tertiary Flakes 5.513 11.5
Cortical Blades 252 0.5
Secondary Blades 2.842 5.9
Tertiary Blades 7.615 15.8
Bladelets 3.870 7.9
Core Trimming Element 348 0.7
Core Tablet 82 0.2
MTF 203 0.4
MTB 71 0.2
Other
Bur Spall 204 0.43
Micro flakes 1.710 3.5
Debris-Chunks 9.020 18.6
Debris-Chips 8,605 17.8
Cores 567 1.3
Hammerstone 78 0.17
Total 48J88 100%
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Figure 5-1. Overall Chipped Stone Tally in Percentages.
Table 5-1 depicts all of the recovered artifacts from Ghwair I, ignoring area, level, 
and individual unit. The table shows the total number of pieces and is translated into 
percentages. At first glance, it appears that Ghwair I has a blade-based technology. By 
combining the percentages for primary, secondary, and tertiary blades and flakes, 222% 
to 212% respectively, there is a slight concentration of blades. A blade-based chipped 
stone industry would be expected given Ghwair s chronological (PPNB) determination. 
However, the percentage of tools crafted on blades provides a more concise 
determination and is discussed later in the chapter. The amount of bladelets is also
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worth noting. Over 3,870 bladelets were recovered from the site. This represents 7.9% 
of the overall chipped stone assemblage. Chips and chunks represent over 36% of the 
chipped stone assemblage. Since these two classes represent recovered waste material 
and have no diagnostic value, their numerical predominance is insignificant. In light of 
this, 7.9% of the total assemblage represents an important diagnostic indicator. 
Microliths (i.e.. tools manufactured on bladelets), as a tool class, are considered an 
indicator of potential earlier periods of the Neolithic, particularly the PPNA. an example 
being the el-BChiam point. The substantial percentage of bladelets (7.9%) could indicate 
an earlier habitation of Ghwair I, perhaps as early as the PPNA. If true, this may 
contradict radiocarbon dating results for the site that indicate a definite PPNB settlement. 
However, the large number of bladelets does not necessarily mean there was an earlier 
settlement at Ghwair I. The abundance of bladelets has also been attributed to the 
reduction process of ‘naviform’ cores that results in waste products morphologically 
mirroring bladelets (Wilke and Quintero 1994). This is discussed further in the core 
section of this chapter.
Percentages of classes were re-calculated for the overall tally sheet omitting the two 
debris categories of chunks and chips (see Table 5-2). This reassessment is also 
represented in a bar graph to detect patterns not readily identified in a table format (see 
Figure 5-2). The new assemblage total was reduced to 30.763 pieces, omitting 17,625 
waste pieces from the count. This adjustment allows a more detailed look at the 
assemblage by focusing on the more diagnostic pieces in the collection.
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Table 5-2. Adjusted Tally Sheet for Ghwair I Omitting Debris, Chips and Chunks.
Number %
Tools 2,633 8.5
Debitaee
Cortical Flakes 909 2.9
Secondary Flakes 3,866 12.6
Tertiary Flakes 5,513 17.9
Cortical Blades 252 0.81
Secondary Blades 2,842 9.2
Tertiary Blades 7.615 25.0
Bladelets 3.870 12.5
Core Trimming Element 348 1.1
Core Tablet 82 0.3
MTF 203 0.7
MTB 71 0.2
Other
Burin Spalls 204 0.7
Micro flakes 710 5.5
Cores 567 1.8
Hammerstones 78 0.3
Total 30,763 100
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Figure 5-2. Adjusted Chipped Stone Classes for the Overall Site.
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The adjusted tally sheet and accompanying figure demonstrate the dominance of 
tertiary blades (N=7,6I5,25%) and tertiary flakes (N=5,513.17.9%) in the assemblage. 
This may suggest a blank preference in production; however, tertiary blanks do represent 
the dominant debitage in core reduction. The third most dominant chipped stone class 
are bladelets (N=3,870, 12.5%). following tertiary blades and flakes. The predominance 
of bladelets in the assemblage is curious and warrants a closer examination. But, as 
stated above, before drawing any conclusions, an analysis of the tools crafted on these 
bladelets. and a look at the waste of naviform core reduction, is necessary. The 
possibility of a PPNA component present at the site, although the radiocarbon dates 
refute this, is addressed later in the review of tools and cores.
Debitage
The total amount of debitage recovered at Ghwair I over three consecutive seasons 
totals 25.571 pieces. This includes all types of flakes and blades, bladelets. core 
trimming elements, core tablets. MTF’s, and MTB’s (see Figure 5-3). Of these 25.571 
pieces, a sample o f2.363 imbroken flakes and blades were analyzed for specific attribute 
information. These pieces represent 9.24% of the total recovered debitage assemblage 
and include only 6 of the 11 classes of debitage. The sample was classified and 
measured and the metrics for the flake and blade samples are presented below (Table 5- 
3). Table 5-4 presents the other attributes used in the analysis of the debitage sample. 
These attributes include heat-altered or not heat-altered, end morphology, and platform 
type. These attributes are presented in percentages based on the designated debitage
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sample. The predominant attributes present in the assemblage are non-heat treated 
artifacts with blunt ends and single striking platforms.
Table 5-3. Debitage Sample Metrics for the 1996, 1997/8, and 1998/9 Seasons at 
Ghwair 1, Wadi Feinan. Jordan.
Flake sample
Primary. Secondary, and Tertiary 
N=1.416
Length
Width
Thickness
Average Median STD Min. Max.
35.38 31.95 15.67 4.2 II8.I
31.79 28.8 17.68 1.8 4242
7.39 6.1 4.83 I 40
Blade sample
Primary. Secondary, and Tertiary 
N=947
Length 
Width 
Thickness
Average Median STD Min. Max.
58.36 55.7 19.68 I7.I 137
19.94 17.9 7.53 4 53.4
6.8 5.7 4.01 1.3 37.4
I measurements taken in mm)
Table 5-4. Debitage Sample Attributes for Ghwair 1 Presented in Percentages.
Burnt Platform End
Flks Bids Flks Bids Flks Bids
Burnt 0.5 0.4 Single 45 40 Pointed 3.6 22
Unbumt 99.5 99.6 Dihedral 2.8 1.2 Blimt 46 46
Punctiform 4 8.1 Hinged 26 11
Total 100 100 Mult. 1.8 0.8 Overshot 5.3 3.6
Crushed 9.5 11.3 Feathered 18 16.7
Cortical to 6.2 Indeter 1.1 0.7
Unident 26.9 32.4 Impactfrag 0 0
Total 100 100 Total 100 100
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Tools
The tools recovered from Ghwair I (N=2,633 and representing 5.4% of the total 
recovered assemblage) were divided into 20 different classes. (Figure 5-3, and Table 5- 
5) Aside from retouched blades (26.3%) and retouched flakes (10.9%), the predominant 
diagnostic tool classes present at Ghwair I are projectile points, piercing tools, scrapers, 
burins, notches, tanged pieces, and microliths. These seven classes are the most 
commonly recovered tools at Ghwair I and may be utilized to determine site function. 
While retouched blades and flakes do represent a majority of the tool total (37.2%), their 
function is too nebulous to regard them as diagnostically significant. These pieces may 
have been simple tool blanks awaiting additional modification, or expediently used 
implements. Microliths. on the other hand, deserve a closer look. Microliths (N=2l 8). 
tools crafted on bladelets. account for 8.27% of the total tool assemblage. Microliths,
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Figure 5-3. Tool Class Percentages for Ghwair I Overall Site Analysis.
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aside from retouched blades and flakes, are the second-most represented tool class in the 
Ghwair I assemblage after projectile points. Although most of the microliths are simply
Table 5-5. Tool Totals and 
Ghwair I.
Percentages from the 1996, 1997/98, and 1998/9 Seasons at
Tool Classes: Comolete Broken Total %
Projectile Points 138 315 453 172
Piercing Tools 72 120 192 7.3
Scrapers 38 32 70 2.7
Burins 34 46 80 3
Notches 35 85 120 4.6
Denticulates 13 11 24 0.91
Serrated Pieces 12 44 56 2.12
Knives I 13 14 0.53
Sickle/Glossed 9 50 59 223
Truncations 36 25 61 2.3
Tanged Pieces 32 71 103 3.9
Backed Pieces 13 40 53 2.01
Microliths 45 173 218 8.27
Retouched Blades 172 521 693 26.3
Retouched Flakes 120 166 286 10.9
Axes 28 2 30 1.13
Varia 27 15 42 1.6
Tool Fragments 0 66 66 2.5
Biface 4 3 7 0.3
Uniface 2 4 6 0.2
Total 831 1802 2633 100%
retouched bladelets, why would a recognized PPNA chipped stone indicator be so 
dominant in a firmly established, through absolute dating, PPNB Neolithic site? The 
dominance of bladelets in the overall chipped stone tally suggests a possible pattern, and 
may simply be the byproduct of naviform core reduction (Wilke and Quintero 1994). 
The abundance of microliths, however, appears to represent a conscious choice by the
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Neolithic inhabitants to utilize bladelets as a production blank for tools. Are the 
microliths and bladelets reflective of a PPNA occupation at Ghwair I, or the blank of 
choice based on the needs dictated by the task at hand; or do they represent a carryover 
of tradition from the PPNA to the PPNB?
Table 5-6 illustrates the top nine classes of tools, excluding microliths which, by 
definition, are fashioned on bladelets, in regards to their blank preference. While tertiary 
blades top the list in almost every blank category, the tool blank ‘bladelet’ ranks 
consistently, excluding knives and denticulates. The bladelet blank is especially 
predominant in the production of projectile points and piercing tools. This once again 
presents the question? Why is there a diagnostic chipped stone feature of the PPNA 
surfacing in what appears to be an exclusively PPNB site?
The most frequent tool classes excluding retouched flakes and blades, are as follows: 
projectile points (N=453). microliths (N=218). piercing tools (N=192). notches (N=120), 
tanged (N=103). scrapers (N=70), and sickle/glossed (N=59). These tool classes 
combined account for 45.62% of the recovered tool sample. Within these seven tool 
classes, the most dominant tool types are presented in Table 5-7 below. These tools 
represent the most diagnostic chipped stone indicators concerning site function. Given 
the retrieved assemblage, these seven classes appear to be the most significant tools 
utilized by the Neolithic inhabitants of Ghwair I. In the following chapter, where an 
intra-site analysis is conducted, these seven tool classes act as major indicators in 
determining any apparent differentiation
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Table 5-6, Blank Preferences for the Top Nine Tool C lasses Represented at G hw air I.
Proj Pts Piercing Scrapers Notches Denticu Serrated Knives Sick/Glos Tang
Blanks
N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N %
Oort Flk 1 0,23 7 10 5 4.2 2 8.3 2 1.9
Sec Flk 5 2.6 19 27 26 21.6 3 12.5 2 3.8 1 7.1 2 3.4
Ten Flk 1 0.23 14 7.3 17 24.3 20 16.7 3 12.5 2 3.8
Cart Bid 1 0.23 1 1.4 1 0.8 1 7.1
Sec Bid 20 4.6 9 4,7 7 10 II 9.2 9 37.5 12 21 3 21.4 8 13.5 18 17.5
Ten Bid 337 75.6 91 47.4 10 14.3 54 45 7 29.2 39 69.6 9 64.4 44 74.6 68 66
Bladelet 85 19.11 65 33.9 4 5.7 2 1.7 I 1.8 5 8.5 13 12.6
CTE 1 0.5 1 1
Core Tab
MTB
MTF
Core 5 2.6 3 4.4 1 1
Burin
Indeter 2 1 2 2.9 1 0.8
I ’otal 445 100 192 100 70 ICO 120 100 24 100 56 100 14 100 59 100 103 100
<30
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Table 5-7. Most Dominant Tool Types Within the Seven Most Numerous Tool Classes. 
Number of Pieces and Percentage Based on Tool Class Total.
Tool Classes Tool Types N %
Projectile Pts. Byblos (all variants) 302 66.7%
Ain Ghazal 60 13.2%
Jericho (all variants) 35 7.72%
Microliths Ret.Bldlt/lateral 127 58.3%
Ret.Bldlt/bilateral 52 23.9%
Backed Bldlt/lateral 11 5.04%
Piercing Tools Blade Borer 79 41.1%
Perforater/flk borer 36 18.8%
Tang Bid drill/straigh 21 10.9%
Notches Single 94 78.3%
Double 19 15.8%
Double/opposed 02 1.7%
Tanged Tanged Frag 48 46.6%
Tanged 42 40.7%
Tanged/single shoulder 11 10.7%
Scrapers Side scraper 26 37.1%
End scraper 12 17.1%
Carinated 8 11.4%
Sickle/glossed Gloss/serrated/lat 31 52.5%
Gloss on RetVsame side 17 28.8%
Gloss only/lat 4 6.8%
The most dominant tool class, excluding retouched blades and flakes, is the projectile 
point. In the course of three seasons 453 projectile points were retrieved from Ghwair 1. 
representing 17.2% of the total recovered tool assemblage. The next-most dominant tool 
class, microliths (N=218,8.27%) is less than half of this. Of the recovered projectile 
point types, the three most dominant, Byblos, Ain Ghazal, and Jericho, are regarded as
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diagnostic of the PPNB period. Throughout the site a total of eight el-Khiam points 
were recovered. EI-Khiam points are morphologically smaller than Byblos, Jericho, and 
Ain Ghazal points and are generally attributed to the PPNA. Why were eight PPNA type 
projectile points (el-BChiam, N=8,1.8% of the total projectile point assemblage) 
recovered from a site with no definitive PPNA component?
While an intense analysis of the metrics of each tool type is out of the scope of this 
thesis, each complete tool was measured and recorded to see if any patterning appeared. 
The results of the quantitative exercise are provided below in Table 5-8.
Table 5-8. Standard Metrics for Completed Tools from Ghwair I. Wadi Feinan, Jordan.
Projectile Points
N=139 Average Median STD Min. Ma.x.
Length 48.7 47.8 14.2 13.4 88.5
Width 14.4 13.8 8 6.6 99.1
Thickness 4.1 3.7 3.7 1.7 43.3
Piercing Tools
N=72 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 52.4 51.1 22.6 21.6 139.3
Width 18.2 13.4 16.2 6.7 85.8
Thickness 6.2 3.8 9 1.7 54.3
Scraoers
N=38 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 63.8 57.5 26.8 23.4 123.4
Width 37.2 38.2 16.9 7.7 92.3
Thickness 14.8 14.4 7.1 3.5 30.7
Burins
N=34 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 65.1 66.9 I3J6 36.9 93
Width 21.9 20.7 1825 10.5 44.6
Thickness 8.5 7.4 3.7 3.5 16.5
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Notches
N=35 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 49J 43.1 19.2 17.6 101.6
Width 29.5 25.2 16.1 9.6 73.4
Thickness 9 7.4 5.6 2.6 32.6
Denticulates
N=13 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 62.2 66 28.2 26.2 127.9
Width 33.25 33.6 14.6 12.8 57 A
Thickness 11.6 8.6 6.5 3.1 24.5
Serrated Pieces
N=12 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 72.7 74.2 29.6 23.65 140.5
Width 22.4 17.55 9.81 13 42.1
Thickness 6.8 5.4 2.93
Sickle/GIossed
N=9 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 72.4 71 27.3 18.7 107.2
Width 17.7 19.2 2.7 14.1 22.1
Thickness
7
5.2 5 1.1 3.6
Truncations
/
N=36 .\verage Median STD Min. Max.
Length 41.25 35.93 21.32 II.7 101.79
Width 24.3 20.25 12.9 4.42 70.4
Thickness 6.5 5.7 3.58 2.5 22.4
Taneed Pieces
N=32 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 60.42 62.1 17.7 27.3 95.4
Width 15.4 15.3 3.1 9.5 22.1
Thickness 4.7 4.6 1.2 2.7 72
Backed Pieces
N=13 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 61.7 67.2 21.3 292 107
Width 20.1 19.7 3.97 12.5 27.8
Thickness 6.3 6 2.3 2.9 11.5
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Microliths
N=45 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 34.5 '' 32.2 11.6 11.3 69.8
Width 11 10.2 5.68 6.5 38.9
Thickness 3.8 3.4 1.8 2.1 11.3
Retouched Blades
N=172 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 65.5 64 21.4 28.9 136
Width 20 18.3 7.3 9.4 51.4
Thickness 6.7 5.7 3.5 2 22.5
Retouched Flakes
N=120 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 41.6 37.3 18.9 12.1 108
Width 32 27.2 16.4 10.9 105
Thickness 9.6 8.3 5.3 3 32
Axes
N=28 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 95.6 95.3 28 31 141
Width 58.8 57.5 20.7 24.7 115.1
Thickness 28.8 29.4 9.92 9.1 56.2
Varia
N=27 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 57.6 53.9 18.8 30.2 120
Width 15.5 14.5 4.14 10.8 32.8
Thickness 4.4 4.2 0.9 2.8 6.4
Bifaces
N=45 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 73.1 74.3 10.4 57.3 86.4
Width 39.7 42.4 5.4 30.3 43.6
Thickness 13.7 12.75 2.4 11.7 17.5
Unifaces
N=2 Average Median STD Min. Max.
Length 33.65 33.65 6.75 26.9 40.4
Width 29.8 28.8 8.65 20.1 37.4
Thickness 7.9 7.9 1.1 6.9 9
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In summary, the prevailing tool classes recovered at Ghwair I over the last three 
seasons are, in order of dominance, projectile points, microliths, piercing tools, notches, 
tanged pieces, scrapers, and sickle/glossed pieces. These seven classes best characterize 
the chipped stone industry at Ghwair I and will be utilized in later chapters for inter- and 
intra-site comparisons. Within the recovered projectile points, the presence of eight el- 
Khiam points, diagnostic of the PPNA, is curious. Add to this the high proportion of 
microliths within the recovered tool assemblage, also considered diagnostic of the 
PPNA. and a shadow of doubt is cast over the supposed exclusive PPNB nature of 
Ghwair I.
Cores
Over the last three excavation seasons considered here. 567 cores were recovered. 
These cores have been classified into 29 core types based on morphological attributes. 
Table 5-9 presents the core types with corresponding number and percentage based on 
core total. Not all of the core types listed in the table and described in the Chapter 4 
were represented at the site: however, their consideration is noted by their inclusion in 
the type list.
While descriptive, the table does little to discern what type of information a core 
typology can provide. To further the analysis, a distinction is made between flake cores 
and blade cores, to see which is more dominant. All cores with evidence of flake 
reduction are liunped together, while all cores with blade and bladelet reduction features 
are combined. The results are presented in Figure 5-4 below.
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Figure 5-4. Three Major Core Types. Presented in Percentages, for Ghwair I.
It is apparent, from Figure 5-4. that the major core type within the overall core typology 
is the flake core. Flake cores (N=317) occur almost twice as frequently as blade cores 
(N=164). and more than three times as frequently as all the remaining core types (N=86). 
Why is there a predominance of flake cores recovered in a PPNB village with a blade- 
based chipped stone technology? One would expect to see a more substantial number of 
blade cores given the dominance of blades in the overall assemblage. Also, given the 
large amount of bladelets (N=3.870.7.9%) in the overall recovered assemblage, and the 
amoimt of microliths (N=218.8.27%) in the assemblage, the number of bladelet cores 
(N=51.8.9%) is quite low.
Throughout this chapter the large number of bladelets and microliths has caused some 
concern regarding the temporal designation of the site. Tools crafted on bladelets are 
considered characteristic of the PPNA. and a large nmneric presence may suggest such a
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Table 5-9. Cores Types Recovered at Ghwair I During the 1996, 1997/98, and 1998/99 
Seasons. Presented in Numeric Totals and Percentages.
Core Types N %
Flake-Material Test 11 1.94
Flake-Single Plat. 49 8.64
Flake-Multidirect 61 10.75
Flake-Globular 45 7.93
Flake-Bidirectional 0 0
Flake-Opposed Platform 7 1.23
Flake-Pyramidical 3 0.52
Flake-Discoidal 7 1.23
Exhaust 41 7.23
Core on Flake 20 3.52
Flake-90 Degrees 9 1.6
BIade.single 36 6.34
Blade, naviform 36 6.34
Blade, opposed 13 2.29
Blade-90 Degrees 8 1.41
Bladelet 36 6.34
Indeterminate 3 0.52
Fragment, flake 96 16.94
Fragment, blade 17 2.99
Fragment, bladelet 15 2.64
Fragment, indeterminate 8 1.41
Spheroid 16 2.82
Tabular 1 0.17
Hammerstone/core 5 0.88
Core on Blade 1 0.17
Sub-pyra-flake 9 1.6
Blade, multidirectional 2 0.35
Bifacial 0 0
Subdiscoidal 12 22
Total 567 100
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temporal component. However, while a large amount of microliths was recovered at 
Ghwair 1. the radiocarbon dates have designated the site PPNB. What is also peculiar is 
the small number of recovered bladelet cores. Where were these bladelets and 
microliths coming from? The 51 recovered bladelet cores could not account for, or even 
produce, the large amoimt of bladelets found at the site. One alternative explanation, 
preferred by Wilke and Quintero (1994), involves the reduction process of the naviform 
core. The naviform blade core, its name taken from its ship like appearance, produces, 
as a byproduct, large amounts of bladelets. Could this be the cause of the large amount 
of recovered bladelets? While interesting it is highly unlikely. Only 36 naviform cores 
were recovered from the site, comprising only 6.34% of the total core population. These 
36 cores likely would not account for the 3.870 bladelets and 218 microliths uncovered 
at Ghwair 1. This large amount of bladelets and microliths found at Ghwair 1 is not 
adequately represented by the core population recovered. This peculiarity goes 
unanswered at this time.
An alternative conclusion has recently presented itself through the discovery of a 
PPNA site directly up the wadi from Ghwair 1. Site WF16 (Finlayson and Mithen 1999) 
is within 300 meters of Ghwair 1. Could the abundance of microlithic technology 
discovered at Ghwair 1 be a carry-over from the PPNA tradition assimilated due to the 
proximity of the two sites? Maybe the large microlithic presence at Ghwair 1 represents 
a temporal residual or technological carryover from the older, neighboring site? 
Hypotheses like these must be considered imtil there is absolute proof of no PPNA 
component at Ghwair 1.
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CHAPTER 6
INTRA-SITE ANALYSIS 
During the 1996, 1997/1998. and 1998/1999 seasons, six areas were excavated at 
Ghwair L These excavation zones, labeled Areas 1 through 6, represent an organized 
distribution for proper analysis of the site. Areas 1 through 4 are located near the 
apparent boundaries of Ghwair I. Area 5 was chosen to expose the center of the site, 
while Area 6 was excavated as the result of a ground penetrating radar analysis 
conducted in the summer of 1998. Not all areas are excavated to the same extent in 
regards to total area and depth. This is due to the various research questions posed 
throughout the investigation and the time and labor needed for each area. Some areas, 
like 1 and 4. had previously been partially excavated in 1993, while ground was broken 
for the first time on the others.
With a 20% screen-sampling rate. 48,388 chipped stone artifacts were recovered from 
Ghwair 1 over the last three seasons. These were dispersed over the six major areas of 
the site. One additional category, labeled ‘other,’ was created to categorize initial 
surface collections and any implements whose provenience was in doubt. The categories 
'Other only contained 568 pieces with no diagnostic value and are thus discarded from 
this analysis. The total area excavated for each area is presented in Table 6-1 below. 
This leaves a total o f47,820 pieces divided over the six major areas of Ghwair 1. Table 62
87
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presents the chipped stone total for each area. If each area had been excavated across the 
same vicinity and down to the same depth, a more concentrated, or higher chipped
Table 6-1. Total Area of Excavation for Areas I through 6 at Ghwair I, Wadi Feinan, 
Jordan.
Area 1 4 units 100 square meters
Area 2 3 units 075 square meters
Area 3 3 units 075 square meters
Area 4 6 units 150 square meters
Area 5 2 units 050 square meters
Area 6 1 unit 025 square meters
Total 19 units 475 square meters
stone percentage, would suggest greater activity within the site. However, since each 
area was excavated to varying degrees, the table merely represents a distribution of the 
recovered artifacts over the six areas. Table 6-3 is a more detailed presentation of the
Table 6-2. Total and Percentage of Recovered Chipped Stone by Area
Number %
Area 1 6.937 14.5
Area 2 9,173 19.2
Area 3 9.436 19.7
Area 4 18,115 37.9
Area 5 852 1.8
Area 6 3307 6.9
Total 47.820 100
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chipped stone summary divided between the areas. The table depicts the total number of 
each category and its percentage based on the total for each area. Table 6-3 is used to 
examine the lithic configuration of each area and to derive comparisons between the six 
excavation zones within the site. For the purposes of this analysis, 1 do not consider 
variation within each area (e.g., within specific structures), nor by levels.
Table 6-3. Number and Percentage of Chipped Stone Classes for the Six Excavation 
Areas at Ghwair 1.
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6
N % N % N % N % N % N %
Tools 454 6.5 272 3 318 3.4 1243 6.7 24 2.8 276 8.3
Cortical Flakes 75 1.1 192 2.1 158 1.7 372 2.1 24 2.8 82 2.5
Secondary Flakes 410 5.9 689 7.5 625 6.6 1535 8.5 72 8.5 456 13.8
Tertiary Flakes 631 9.1 1179 12.9 943 10 2178 12 83 9.7 433 13.1
Cortical Blades 23 0.3 19 0.2 44 0.5 136 0.8 3 0.4 27 0.8
Secondary Blades 240 3.5 433 4.7 358 3.8 1353 7.5 26 3.1 391 11.8
Tertiary Blades 894 13 1271 13.9 1391 14.6 3198 17.6 77 9 730 22
Bladelets 404 5.8 1145 12.5 836 8.9 1167 6.4 39 4.7 215 6.6
CTE 29 0.4 75 0.8 67 0.7 128 0.7 2 0.2 39 1.2
Core Tablet 4 0.1 12 0.1 17 0.2 33 0.2 0 0 15 0.5
MTF 69 1 46 0.5 15 0.2 61 0.3 0 0 5 0.2
MTB 6 0.1 26 0.3 10 0.1 20 0.1 1 0.1 8 0.2
Burins 17 0.2 50 0.5 31 0.3 68 0.4 8 0.9 29 0.9
Microflakes 208 3 530 5.8 355 3.8 414 2.3 25 2.9 16 0.5
Debris-Chunks 1559 22.5 1412 15.3 1485 15.8 3893 21.6 233 27.4 418 12.6
Debris-Chips 1813 26 1735 19 2713 28.7 1978 10.9 231 27 122 3.6
Cores 87 1.3 65 0.7 58 0.6 310 1.7 4 0.5 43 1.3
Hammerstones 14 0.2 22 0.2 11 0.1 29 0.2 0 0 2 0.1
Totals — 6937 100 9173 100 9435 100 18116 100 852 100 3307 100
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Lithic Summary for Area I
A total of 6.937 chipped stone artifacts were retrieved from Area 1 over the last three 
seasons. Area I. located on the western end of the site, was first excavated in 1993 
during the German Expedition, but the material recovered from that year was not 
available for analysis. Area 1 is rich in architecture and may be the location of a 
supposed ritualistic area. The chipped stone configuration of Area 1 is represented in 
Figure 6-1 below. Excluding the non-diagnostic chips and chunks, four chipped stone 
categories dominate the artifacts retrieved at Area 1. These classes include tools (6.5%). 
tertiary flakes (9.1%), tertiary blades (13%). and bladelets (5.8%). The predominance of 
tertiary flakes, tertiary blades, and bladelets essentially corresponds with the site's
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Figine 6-1. Total Chipped Stone Configuration of Area 1 Presented in Percentages.
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overall lithic configuration. Area I, however, appears to be rich in tools, with over 450 
recovered. This apparent abundance in tools will be compared to the other areas later in 
the chapter.
Lithic Summary for Area 2
Area 2 is located on the southern edge of the site. A Ix2-m test pit was excavated 
further south at the base of the hill, but no cultural remains were discovered. A total of 
9.173 stone implements were recovered from Area 2 over the last three seasons. The 
total chipped stone assemblage for Area 2 is presented below in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2. Total Chipped Stone Configuration for Area 2 Presented in Percentages.
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Excluding debris chips and chunks, five major lithic categories dominate the 
collection retrieved from Area 2. Tertiary blades (13.9%), tertiary flakes (12.9%). 
bladelets (12.5%), secondary flakes (7.5%), and microflakes (5.8%) were the most 
dominant chipped stone artifacts recovered from this area of Ghwair 1. To no great 
surprise, tertiary blades and flakes dominate the collection. From Area 2 a large sample 
of bladelets was retrieved (N=l.l45) along with micro flakes (N=530) perhaps 
demonstrating some microlithic production and/or manufacturing. One unique aspect of 
Area 2 is the large sample of secondary flakes in the collection; perhaps Area 2 was used 
as an initial core or blank preparation area. Alternatively. Area 2, being located at one of 
the extremities of the site, could perhaps have been utilized as a disposal site for waste 
materials.
Lithic Summary for Area 3
Area 3 is located at the eastern edge of the site. This area was originally thought to 
be a trash midden; however, deeper investigation revealed architecture and more 
substantial cultural remains. Area 3 is also where the first el-Khiam point was 
discovered, suggesting an undiscovered PPNA component to Ghwair I. A total of 9.435 
stone implements were recovered from Area 3 over the last three seasons. Figure 6-3 
presents the chipped stone ratios for Area 3. Four major categories dominated the lithic 
assemblage in Area 3. excluding chips and chunks. As expected, tertiary blades ( 14.6%) 
and flakes (10%) were the most numerous, followed by bladelets (8.9%) and secondary 
flakes (6.6%). Once again, like in Area 2, the amoimt of secondary flakes recovered
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from the area is abundant. The area's theoretical original purpose, a trash midden, may 
explain the large concentration of secondary flake remains. Another explanation, like in 
Area 2, is that the area was employed as a workstation. The presence of a large amount 
of secondary flakes could be the remains of the initial reduction processes.
i
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Lithic Types
Figure 6-3. Total Chipped Stone Configuration tor Area 3 Presented in Percentages.
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Lithic Summary for Area 4
Area 4, located on the northern edge of Ghwair I, was initially excavated in 1993 and 
subsequently throughout the following three seasons. Area 4 is noted for its extensive 
architecture and abundant chipped stone remains. Over the last three seasons, 18,116 
stone implements have been recovered from the area. Figure 6-4 presents the lithic 
composition of Area 4.
Area 4. while somewhat typical, does contain some unusual lithic arrays. As 
expected, tertiary blades (17.6%) and flakes (12%) are the most abundant artifact outside
(O
Lithic Types
Figure 6-4. Total Chipped Stone Configuration for Area 4 Presented in Percentages.
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the chips and chunks. There is a large concentration of secondary flakes (8.5%), similar 
to Areas 2 and 3. and the abundance of secondary blades (7.5%) appears for the first 
time. Also, like in Area I, the amoimt of tools (6.7%) is large, suggesting perhaps some 
specific function for the area. This type of hypothesis cannot be supported or refuted 
until an intra-site tool analysis is conducted later in the chapter. Until then, the high 
percentage of tools in the lithic assemblage for Area 4. similar to Area 1, is duly noted.
Lithic Summary for Area 5
Area 5 underwent limited excavation, down only to the Level One, in preparation for 
future investigation. Only 852 artifacts were recovered from Area 5 over the course of 
the excavation. This represents 1.8% of the entire recovered assemblage from Ghwair I, 
excluding the 'other* category dismissed earlier in the analysis. Area 5 has not 
undergone any further analysis because of its small sample. This is to avoid skewing 
any comparisons in the intra-site analysis do to too small a sample.
Lithic Summary for Area 6
Area 6 was chosen for excavation after a ground penetrating radar experiment was 
conducted on the site in the summer of 1998. The test identified substantial architecture 
in the northeast section of the site. Therefore, the area was excavated during the 1998/99 
season and the chipped stone assemblage recovered from the site is presented in Figure 
6-5. A total o f3,307 chipped stone implements were recovered from this area.
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The chipped stone configuration of Area 6 is the most unusual of all the areas. At 
first glance it is obvious that unlike all the others, the chips and chunks are not the 
dominant recovered artifact. The chunks represent 12.6% of the assemblage and the 
chips only 3.6%. The are two explanations for this phenomena. Perhaps Area 6 
represents an advanced work or processing area for blank and tool production. The lack 
of rudimentary' waste debris may suggest an advanced processing area within the site. 
However, another explanation should be considered. The lack of waste debris recovered 
at Area 6 may represent a more exclusive recovery technique or a sampling problem
Lithfc Types
Figure 6-5. Lithic Configuration of Area 6 Presented in Percentages.
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based on total area excavated- Area 6 was the smallest area (25 square meters) 
excavated in the entire site. Aside from that. Area 6 is very similar in configuration to 
Area 4. There is a high concentration of tertiary blades (22%) and flakes (13.1%), and, 
interestingly, the amount secondary flakes (13.8) is slightly higher that tertiary flakes. 
There is a large amount of secondary blades (11.8%) and bladelets (6.6%), and the 
relatively high amount of tools warrants ftirther investigation.
Comparisons
The chipped stone analysis conducted on all five areas did little to discern any real 
differentiation within the site. In every case the most prominent chipped stone artifact 
class recovered was the tertiary blade. This reinforces the initial conclusion of Ghwair I 
having a blade-based technology. One interesting note is the high concentration of 
secondary flakes recovered in Areas 2 .3 .4  and 6, with Area 6 showing a higher 
percentage of secondary flakes over tertiary. Could this suggest a core and flake 
preparation and reduction area in Area 6? Could the abundance of initial reduction 
material suggest that these areas were utilized as specific production points within the 
site? There is not enough evidence forthis type of conclusion. The phenomenon is not 
highly exclusive as it occurs in 4 out of the 5 areas analyzed; plus the evidence of other 
production areas is not available. Area 6, with a larger concentration of secondary over 
tertiary flakes, offer the best evidence for such a scenario, but its unique lithic 
configuration can not justify such conjecture in this conclusion.
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Within all five areas analyzed, excluding chips and chunks, the most dominant 
classes were similar. These include tertiary blades and flakes, bladelets, tools, and 
secondary flakes. Bladelets, abundant in the overall lithic siunmary, were also 
significant in the individual lithic array for each area. The proportion of bladelets within 
each area was never less than 5%, with a minimum of 5.8% in Area 1 and maximum of 
12.5% in Area 2. The uniform occurrence of bladelets in each area again raises the issue 
regarding a PPNA component in a presumably 'pure' PPNB site. If this profusion of 
bladelets was more area specific, perhaps some explanation could be forthcoming. 
However, since it is uniform over the entire site, this phenomenon appears to be the rule 
rather than the exception.
One other interesting development is the low proportion of cores in each area. The 
percentages of cores range from .7% in Area 2 to 1.3% in Areas 1 and 6. It seems 
unlikely that 567 cores, total for the site, could produce 48,388 chipped stone 
implements. Cores are not adequately represented in the lithic summary, and this 
paucity of cores seems to be dispersed evenly over all five areas. A concentration of the 
cores in one or two areas could have suggested a workstation or production area, but the 
even distribution leads itself to a more self-sufficient family unit explanation.
One alternative discussion to this seemingly dearth of cores is to examine the 
core/debitage ratios for each area. These ratios, presented below in Table 6-4, are 
significant in assessing efficiency in regards to core utilization. It is interesting
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Table 6-4. Core/Debitage Ratios for Areas, I,2,3,4,5,and 6 for Ghwair I.
Ratios
ToohCore Blade:Core* Flake:Core Debit:Core** Total:Core
Area I 5.2:1 17.9:1 12.8 1 30.7:1 35.9:1
Area 2 4.2:1 44.1:1 31.7 I 75.8:1 80:1
Area 3 5.5:1 45.3:1 29.7 1 75:1 80.5:1
Area 4 4:1 18.9:1 13.2 I 32.1:1 36.1:1
Area 5 6:1 36.3:1 44.8 1 81.1:1 87.1:1
Area 6 6.4:1 31.7:1 22.6 I 54.3:1 60.7:1
Average 5.3:1 32.4:1 25.8:1 58:1 63.7:1
* - includes bladelets
- debltage=flakes ^ blades bladelets
to note the total:core ratios for Areas 2.3. and 5 are quite similar. For the entire site, the 
typical core seemingly produced 63.7 chipped stone pieces. This ratio suggests a high 
efficiency of core utilization at Ghwair 1. This discussion offers an alternative 
explanation to the lack of cores recovered from the site.
Areas 1.4. and 6 had the highest proportion of tools. 6.5%. 6.7%. and 8.3% 
respectively. These three areas are examined closely in the next section to see if the tool 
type percentages are similar as well. It is also important to note what types of tools are 
contained within these areas. In regards to function, a predominance of retouched blades 
says a lot less than a predominance of Byblos points or end-scrapers.
In conclusion, the overall lithic intra-site summary shows no differentiation between 
the designated areas of the site. This lack of definitive specialization suggests that 
Ghwair 1 was a medium-sized village containing self-sufficient family units. This does 
not suggest a lack of cooperation between members of the village, only that subsistence
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in this communal setting did not lend itself to specialization and recognizable work and 
production areas.
Intra-Site Tool Analysis
For the purposes of this analysis Area 5 is again omitted from the intra-site tool 
comparison. The mere 24 stone tools collected in Area 5 would skew comparisons with 
areas more adequately represented. Excluding Area 5 and the non-diagnostic 'other 
category. 2,563 tools were recovered from Ghwair I over the 1996, 1997/98, and 
1998/99 seasons. These tools represent 5.4% of the total collected chipped stone 
assemblage. Table 6-5 depicts the percentage of tools based on the recovered total from 
each area.
Table 6-5. Percentage of Tools Based on the Recovered Total from Areas 1.2J.4. and 6.
Number %
Area 1 454 6.5
Area 2 272 3.0
Area 3 318 3.4
Area 4 1243 6.7
Area 6 276 8.3
Two groups emerge from the above table in regards to tool percentage based on total 
recovered assemblage. Areas 2 and 3 form one group and Areas 1,4, and 6 the other.
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While the percentage difference between the two groups (2,3 and 1,4,6) is not overly 
large, it does suggest a differentiation that will be used in a later analysis.
Within the tools, there are 20 different designated classes. These classes, with 
corresponding numbers and percentages based on area total, are presented in Table 6-6. 
This table provides a reliable foundation to conduct further intra-site comparative 
analyses. Rather than reiterate the information already provided in Table 6-6, the intra­
site analysis of Ghwair I focuses on the areas with highest proportion of tools, notably 
Areas 1.4. and 6. In addition, choosing the most prominent tool classes, identified in the 
last chapter, for the analysis narrows the field further. These tool classes include 
projectile points, microliths, piercing tools, notches, tanged pieces, scrapers and 
sickle/glossed pieces. The goal of this analysis is to investigate the most abundant tool 
types in the areas with the highest tool proportions. Perhaps by examining these areas, 
any profusion of specific tool types may suggest specialization within a designated area. 
Alternately, if the tools appear to have an equal distribution over the three areas, a more 
self-sufficient unit within the community is plausible.
Tool Summary for Area 1
The 454 tools recovered from Area 1 represent 6.5% of the area's total chipped stone 
assemblage. Figure 6-6 presents all twenty of the tool classes in percentages to help 
identify any unusual patterning. For the purposes of this analysis, retouched blades and 
flakes will not be considered diagnostic in interpreting Areas 1.4, and 6. While they 
represent the largest proportion of tools, their function, while probably expedient, is still
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too vague. These retouched pieces could also simply have been blanks for the 
production of future tools. These pieces would skew the data if included in the analysis.
Table 6-6. Number and Percentage of Tools Classes for Areas 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , and 6 of 
Ghwair.
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 6
N % N % N % N % N %
Projectile Pts 68 15 54 20 44 14 242 19.6 19 7
Piercing 22 4.9 31 11.4 27 8.5 93 7.5 16 6
Scrapers 18 4 11 4 7 2.2 26 2.1 7 2.5
Burins 8 1.7 15 5.5 16 5 33 2.6 8 3
Notches 22 4.8 9 3.3 19 6 53 4.3 12 4.3
Denticulates 4 0.9 3 1.1 3 0.9 13 1 1 0.4
Serrated 8 18 2 0.7 7 2.2 32 2.6 6 2
Knives 1 0.2 4 1.5 4 1.3 5 0.4 0 0
Sickle/Glossed 13 2.9 11 4 5 1.6 21 1.7 8 2.9
Truncations 16 3.5 5 1.8 7 2.2 26 2.1 6 2
Tanged 17 3.7 7 2.6 12 3.8 50 4 12 4.3
Backed 8 1.8 4 1.5 3 0.9 34 2.7 3 1.1
Microliths 46 10 19 7 37 11.6 76 6 38 13.7
Ret Blades 110 24.3 63 23 79 24.8 332 26.8 96 35
Ret Flks 59 13 20 7.5 23 7.2 147 11.9 29 10.6
Axes 6 1.3 4 1.5 0 0 16 1.3 4 1.4
Varia 6 1.3 5 1.8 8 2.5 16 1.3 4 1.4
Fragment 17 3.8 5 1.8 17 5.3 22 1.7 6 2
Bi^ce 2 0.4 0 0 0 0 3 0.2 1 0.4
Unifece 3 0.7 0 0 0 0 3 0.2 0 0
Total 454 100 272 100 318 100 1243 100 276 100
The five most dominant tool classes recovered from Area 1 were projectile points 
(15%). microliths ( 10%). piercing tools (4.9%). notches (4.8%). and scrapers (4%). The 
unusually high proportion of projectile points is worth noting and will factor heavily in 
the later comparison. The abundance of microliths, while somewhat expected, is 
interesting. So far the bladelet phenomenon has been identified in the all-inclusive
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Figure 6-6. Percentage of Tool Classes in Ghwair I, Area I.
chipped stone summaries. Now. however, large proportions are being identified as tools. 
This suggests a more intentional production and utilization of microliths within the 
inventory of stone tools found at Ghwair I.
Tool Summary for Area 4
A total of 1JZ43 tools were recovered from Area 4. Although this number of tools is 
comparatively high, it only represents 6.7% of the recovered chipped stone from Area 4. 
Figure 6-7 depicts the percentage of each tool class recovered within the area.
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Figure 6-7. Percentages of Tool Classes in Ghwair I. Area 4.
Omitting retouched blades and flakes, the flve dominant tool classes are projectile 
points (19.6%), piercing (7.5%). microliths (6%), notches (4.3%). and tanged pieces 
(4%). Similar to Area 1. Area 4 has a large proportion of projectile points. This large 
percentage is not unexpected given the sites' overall high concentration (17.2%) of 
projectile points. Although not as dominant as Area 1, the large quantity of microliths 
retrieved from Area 4 is worth noting. On the surface, it appears the array of tool classes 
in Areas 1 and 4 are quite similar.
Tool Summary for Area 6
A total o f276 tools were recovered from Area 6. comprising 8.3% of the entire 
collected tool assemblage. The percentage of tools recovered from Area 6 (8.3%) is the 
highest proportion in all the areas investigated and may demonstrate some specialization
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or patterning. However, in regards to sampling, the extent of Area 6 was one 5x5m pit, 
compared to Areas I and 4 with four and six 5x5m pits respectively. The percentage of 
each tool class recovered in Area 6 is presented in Figure 6-8 below.
The array of tool percentages for Area 6 is unusual in its configuration. The most 
prominent tool class, excluding retouched blades and flakes, is microliths (13.7%). In 
fact, the proportion of microliths is almost twice as high as its nearest contender, 
projectile points (7%). After microliths and projectile points, the most abundant tool
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Figure 6-8. Percentages of Tool Classes in Ghwair 1 Area 6.
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classes are piercing tools (6%), notches (4.3%), and tanged pieces (4.3%). This high 
ratio of microliths in Area 6 is intriguing especially when compared to other areas. Also, 
the proportion of projectile points is quite low. In fact. Area 6 has the lowest ratio of 
points out of all five areas. Could Area 6 be an exception to the typically standard array 
of chipped stone and tools found at Ghwair I? Does this patterning suggest a special 
workshop where the production of microliths as opposed to projectile points was the 
focus? While intriguing, until more of Area 6 is excavated, the problem of inadequate 
sampling can not be entirely ignored.
Tool Class Comparison of Areas 1.4. and 6
Areas 1,4.and 6 have the highest proportions of tools out of their total chipped stone 
assemblages. Therefore, these three areas are used in a comparison to see if any 
differentiation exists suggesting a special function area within the site. For the purposes 
of this comparison, the top seven tool classes are utilized. These tool classes, as 
determined by the overall site analysis in the last chapter, are as follows: projectile 
points, microliths. piercing tools, notches, tanged pieces, scrapers, and sickle/glossed 
pieces.
Figure 6-9 compares and contrasts the tool class ratios of all three areas. A standard 
distribution over all three areas would suggest no definitive specialization, while radical 
differentiation between the areas may advocate tool production specialization within the 
site.
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Figure 6-9. Top Seven Tool Classes for Areas 1.4. and 6 Presented in Percentages.
Overall. Figure 6-9 presents no real radical differentiation in the tool class 
proportions for Areas 1.4. and 6. In regards to piercing, notches, tanged, scrapers, and 
sickle/glossed, the ratios are almost identical. However, the ratios for projectile points 
and microliths do fluctuate between each area. The projectile point and microlith ratios 
for Areas 1 and 4 are similar, but are completely contrary to Area 6. The proportions for 
projectile points and microliths in Area 6 are atypical when compared in the above 
graph. Does this suggest that Area 6 may have had a special function within the site? 
Was Area 6 in fact a specialized workshop for microliths? Why would an area be 
designated to produce a tool class considered diagnostic for the PPNA, an era for which 
Ghwair I apparently has no component? These questions will be addressed later.
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Overview
The intra-site tool analysis did little to discern any différentiation between the areas 
regarding tool production. The overall analysis and comparison of Areas 1,4, and 6, 
showed similar ratios regarding all the major tool classes. There was some slight 
differentiation in the overall tool ratios between the areas, but hardly enough to warrant 
any conclusion designating a special workshop or production zone within the site. Area 
6 differed in its low percentage of projectile points and high concentration of microliths. 
This high ratio of microliths in Area 6 (13.7%) could be the result of a workshop focused 
on the production of microliths. However, as stated above. Area 6 has some sampling 
issues that must be considered prior to assigning it any intra-site function.
Graph 6-9 took the analysis one step further by isolating the top seven tool classes 
from Ghwair 1 and comparing their ratios from Areas 1.4 and 6. This analysis 
highlighted the similarity between all three areas regarding projectile points, microliths. 
scrapers, tanged, backed, notches and sickle/glossed pieces. Once again Area 6 showed 
some differentiation in its low percentage of projectile points and high concentration of 
microliths. however, as stated above, this discrepancy may be due to sampling 
inconsistencies. There does not appear to be any significant concentration of tool classes 
in any of the areas suggesting a workshop or production area. This conclusion, 
supporting a general and standard distribution of chipped stone tools over the areas of 
Ghwair 1. does not contribute to Ghwair s supposed participation in a 'core/periphery' 
model, at least in terms of its chipped stone production. Rather, it supports a model of
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Ghwair I as a medium sized village comprised of self-sustaining units responsible for the 
production o f their own chipped stone tool kit.
Intra-site Core Analvsis
A total of 567 cores were recovered from Ghwair 1 over the 1996. 197/98, and 
1998/99 seasons. These cores were dispersed over five areas of the site. Once again for 
purposes of this analysis Area 5 is omitted, as no cores were recovered here. Table 6-7 
presents the proportion of cores from the total assemblage for each area.
The ratio of cores compared to the total assemblage is quite low for each area. With 
such a large amount of chipped stone recovered, even with a 20% screening, more cores
Table 6-7. Proportion of Cores from Total Assemblage for Areas 1 .2 .3 .4 . and 6.
Number %
Area 1 87 1.3
Area 2 65 0.7
Area 3 58 0.6
Area 4 310 1.7
Area 6 43 1.3
would be expected. So the question now becomes where are the cores? Is this some 
unusual phenomenon where we have abundant evidence of the ends but lack the very 
means? As previously discussed, the core ratios show great efficiency in core reduction
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processes, but inadequate sampling may be a consideration for the lack of cores. Perhaps 
not enough o f the site has been excavated, and as a result the core ratios are low 
compared to overall chipped stone assemblage. Alternately, it may be that core 
procurement and initial reduction occurred off-site. Overall, there are relatively few 
cortical and rejuvenation elements (e.g., core trimming elements and core tablets), which 
could support this off-site proposition. Only further excavation of Ghwair I will show 
this to be true.
However, taking into account this dearth of recovered cores, a comparative analysis 
has been conducted to see if the majority of cores in each area are either flake cores, 
blade cores, or others. Figure 6-10 presents the flake, blade, and other (a catchall 
category) core percentages for each area.
Excluding Area 3. the proportion of cores for each area is quite similar. The majority 
of cores are flake cores, as expected from the flake core predominance in the overall site 
analysis. Second comes blade cores and then finally other'. Area 3. however, presents a 
different picture. The cores recovered in Area 3 are predominantly blade cores followed 
by the ‘other* category. While interesting, any conclusions drawn on this peculiarity 
may be premature due to the sampling issues regarding the recovered cores. There does 
not appear to be any drastic differentiation in the proportion of cores between each of the 
areas. This conclusion is congruent with the chipped stone summary and tool analyses 
conducted above.
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Figure 6-10. Flake Core, Blade Core, and Other Core Percentages for Areas L 2,3,4. 
and 6.
Conclusions
From the tripartite intra-site analysis conducted above, excluding some unusual ratios 
possibly due to sampling issues, there does not appear to be substantial differenuation in 
the chipped stone assemblages between the areas of Ghwair 1. While any radical 
delineation within the site could be considered a workshop or special production zone, 
the proportion of chipped stone in each area is too standard for such a conclusion. 
Rather, this intra-site standardization suggests a self-sustaining, medium-sized village 
composed of units responsible for the production of their own chipped stone tool kit. 
From this analysis it does not appear that Ghwair 1 was a village focused on the 
production of specialized products to sustain a larger core' site. Therefore, Ghwair 1
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does not fit into a ^core/periphery' model suggested by the World Systems Theory; at 
least in regards to chipped stone.
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INTER-SITE ANALYSIS 
The following inter-site analysis is divided into two sections. The first section 
compares the overall chipped stone assemblage at Ghwair 1 with two large PPNB 
settlements. Wadi Shu'eib (Simmons et al. 1989) and ‘Ain Ghazal (Rollefson and 
Simmons 1984), and with one large PPNA settlement. Netiv Hagdud (Bar-Yosef et al. 
1991). This comparison helps to test two of the hypotheses regarding the investigation 
of Ghwair 1. In regards to the core/periphery model, if Ghwair 1. a medium-sized site, 
has a similar chipped stone configuration to ‘Ain Ghazal and Wadi Shu'eib. two known 
‘mega-sites' in the Levant, and no real distinct differentiation exists, this would help 
refute the model. In the ‘core/periphery' model, different sized sites fulfilling different 
needs in a connected network should be morphologically different in regards to their 
chipped stone assemblages. On the other hand, if Ghwair 1 is in great contrast to these 
‘mega-sites,* while not proving the model, it would act as supporting evidence. The 
second test involves the hypothesis regarding the temporal issue surrounding Ghwair 1. 
By comparing Ghwair 1 with Netiv Hagdud, a large PPNA settlement, and ‘Ain Ghazal 
and Wadi Shu'eib (PPNB settlements), perhaps some light can be shed on the large 
amount o f bladelets and microliths found at Ghwair 1. and whether it represents a yet 
unknown PPNA component. It will be interesting to see whether Ghwair I’s chipped 
stone assemblage is more similar to a PPNA rather than a PPNB she.
113
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The second section compares the overall chipped stone assemblage recovered at 
Ghwair 1 with four small PPNB sites. This comparison also helps confirm whether 
Ghwair 1 was involved in a ‘core/periphery' system. If the chipped stone assemblage 
found at Ghwair 1 is similar to the assemblages found at Divshon (Servello 1976). 
Mushabi VIH, Mushabi V IG (Henry 1989) all small non-habitational sites, plus Beidha 
(Mortensen 1970) and small village comparable to Ghwair 1, it should refute the model. 
As stated above, different-sized sites with different responsibilities within the network 
would be morphologically different in their chipped stone assemblages. However, if it 
greatly contrasts the four smaller sites it could be considered supporting evidence.
What is interesting about these comparisons of Ghwair 1 with large and small 
settlements, is that Ghwair 1 is a medium-sized village. This differentiation in village 
size may put Ghwair 1 in great contrast with both sets of sites, excluding Beidha. If that 
is the case, this differentiation with larger and smaller sites could be based on site size, 
rather than its assumed function in a core/periphery model.
Section 1 : Large Site Comparison
Table 7-1 presents the overall chipped stone tallies for ‘Ain Ghazal. (Rollefson and 
Simmons 1984:154). Wadi Shu'eib (Simmons et al. 1989:32), and Netiv Hagdud (Bar 
Yosef etal. 1991:413), and an abbreviated tally for Ghwair 1. The tally sheet for Ghwair 
1 is more comprehensive, but for the purposes of this analysis certain classes were 
dismissed. These classes include core tablets, core trimming elements, MTF's, MTB's, 
and hammerstones. The table presents the data in numbers and percentages based upon
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the total recovered assemblage reported. However, due to the modification necessary to 
conduct this analysis, the complete chipped stone tallies for "Ain Ghazai, Wadi Shu’eib 
and Netiv Hagdud were not provided, the percentages will not equal 100%. Figure 7-1 
presents the information in a graph based on the chipped stone percentages presented in 
Table 7-1.
Table 7-1. Comparison of Ghwair 1 with Large Neolithic Sites.
Ghwair 1 Ain Ghazai W Shu’eib Netiv Hagdud
N % N % N % N %
Tools 2,633 5.4 3,408 5.6 304 3.7 3,958 2.4
Flakes 10,288 21.2 18,979 31.5 2,871 34.8 22,976 14.1
Blades 10,709 22.2 15,676 26 1,418 17.2 7,305 4.5
Bladelets 3,870 7.9 3,967 6.5 538 6.5 7,632 4.7
Burin Spa 204 0.4 69 0.8 69 0.8 937 0.6
Microflak 1,710 3.5 7,642 22.1 1,826 22.1 0 0
Debris 17,625 36.4 8,548 14.2 1,011 12.2 114,436 70.5
Cores 567 1.3 456 0.8 28 0.3 362 0.2
□Ghwairl 
□A. Ghazai 
B  Shu'eib 
■N. Hagdud
Chipped Stone Tally
Figure 7-1. Percentage Comparison of Ghwam 1 with Large Neolithic Sites.
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There seems to be little differentiation between Ghwair I and the large PPNB sites 
("Ain Ghazai and Wadi Shu'eib). These three sites only differ in regards to debris and 
microflakes. Other than those two categories, the ratios for these three settlements are 
very much alike. Not surprisingly, given its PPNA designation, Netiv Hagdud proves to 
be very different from Ghwair 1 and the other large PPNB sites. At Netiv Hagdud no 
microflakes were recovered, although this is probably due to different analytical 
techniques rather than a true absence. The site also has a high concentration of non­
diagnostic debris and a low proportion of flakes. The site sets itself apart from the others 
due to its temporal component.
With the comparison complete, there is little differentiation between Ghwair I and the 
larger PPNB settlements. This in turn refutes the hypothesis regarding the 
'core^periphery' model. If the different-sized sites had separate responsibilities within 
the interconnected network, then one would expect the chipped stone assemblages to 
reflect this differentiation if chipped stone functioned as some sort of exchange 
commodity. However, the sites are largely similar and suggest no delineation in regards 
to function. Also, the comparison clearly places Ghwair 1 closer to the PPNB sites rather 
than the PPNA. It appears that 'Ain Ghazai and Wadi Shu'eib both have high 
concentrations of bladelets and microflakes but are clearly PPNB sites. Perhaps the 
abundance of microlithic technology recovered at Ghwair 1 is typical for a PPNB site, 
rather than being suggestive of a PPNA component. Therefore, this comparison does not 
support the hypothesis regarding the potential PPNA component at Ghwair I.
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Section 2: Small Site Comparison
Table 7-2 presents the overall chipped stone assemblage tally for Divshon (Servello 
1976:345 & 356). Mushabi IV H. Mushabi V IG (Henry 1989:269-271 ). Beidha 
(Mortonesen 1970). and the abbreviated tally for Ghwair 1. Table 7-2 presents the 
information in quantity and percentage. Figure 7-2 presents the material in a graph 
highlighting the differentiation in percentages.
Table 7-2 and Figure 7-2 show no real distinct differentiation between Ghwair 1 and 
the small PPNB sites. The only real contrast is in the fact that there were no micro flakes 
or bladelets found at any of the smaller PPNB sites. This lack of microlithic technology 
at the smaller sites is curious, but further investigation is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Therefore, with no real chipped stone differentiation between Ghwair 1 and these sites, 
this comparison helps to refute the ’core/periphery' model. Once again one would expect 
sites with varied sizes to have different chipped stone assemblages representing their 
overall function in the supposed network. These sites, however, do not.
Table 7-2. Comparison of Ghwair 1 with Small PPNB Sites.
Ghwair I Divshon Mush H Mush G Beidha
N % N % N % N % N %
Tools 2.633 5.4 675 3.9 465 4.3 184 13.3 10,469 23.9
Flakes 10,288 21.2 3,022 17.5 2,556 23.5 355 25.7 19,127 43.6
Blades 10,709 22.2 2,698 15.6 3,897 35.8 406 29.3 6,785 15.5
Bladelets 3,780 7.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Burin Spalls 204 0.4 17 0.1 65 0.6 10 0.7 0 0
Microflakes 1,710 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Debris 17,625 36.4 9.908 57.2 3,340 30.7 190 13.7 5,731 13.1
Cores 567 1.3 131 0.8 15 0.1 28 2 1,736 4
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Figure7-2. Percentage Comparison of Ghwair I with Smaller PPNB Sites.
Overview
The inter-site comparison was designed to help support or refute the 'core/periphery' 
model and the question surroimding the possible PPNA component at Ghwair 1. It was 
also conducted to see if the chipped stone assemblage recovered at Ghwair I was typical 
in comparison to other PPNB settlements. The comparison of Ghwair 1. with both 
smaller and larger sites, showed no major differentiation in regards to its chipped stone 
assemblages. Given the 'core/periphery' model, it is assumed that each site type had a 
distinct function within the interconnected network. Therefore, this distinct function 
would be apparent and recognizable through the sites' remains. However, there is no 
radical contrast in the chipped stone assemblage recovered from Ghwair I and the other
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PPNB sites. Therefore, this comparative analysis refutes the hypothesis regarding 
"core/periphery/ at least for chipped stone artifacts.
The first analysis between Ghwair I and the larger settlements was designed to see if 
Ghwair's high concentration of microlithic technology was typical or atypical for a 
PPNB site. For this analysis, the chipped stone assemblage recovered from a large 
PPNA site was used along with two large PPNB sites. The results clearly placed Ghwair 
I closer to the PPNB assemblages rather than the PPNA. In fact, the other PPNB sites 
also had high concentrations of microlithic technological remains. Therefore, the 
analysis refutes the hypothesis regarding whether Ghwair I has a yet undiscovered 
PPNA component.
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CONCLUSION
During the 1996. 1997/98. and 1998/99 field seasons at Ghwair I. located in the Wadi 
Feinan. Jordan, over 48.000 chipped stone artifacts were recovered. These artifacts 
underwent a thorough examination including washing, sorting, typology, measurements, 
and attribute analysis. The investigation, presented in this thesis, divided the analysis 
into three separate sections. The first section was dedicated to an overall site analysis, 
designed to help characterize the chipped stone industry recovered from Ghwair I. The 
second section was an intra-site comparison to see if there was any variation between the 
established excavation areas throughout the site. The third section compares the chipped 
stone assemblage recovered from Ghwair I to other PPNB sites. This analysis is 
designed to see if the chipped stone from Ghwair I is considered typical or atypical for 
the period.
Section one, the Overall Site Analysis presented in Chapter 5. was designed to see if 
the chipped stone assemblage at Ghwair I was typical or atypical for a PPNB site in the 
Southern Levant. The main PPNB chipped stone indicators include a high concentration 
of blades as well as the presence of specific 'type' artifacts representing the PPNB.
These specific artifacts are projectile points and include Byblos, Ain Ghazai. and 
Jericho arrowheads. A blade-based technology, coupled with the presence of known
120
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PPNB projectile points, would identify Ghwair I as a PPNB settlement. This 
characterization, coupled with radiocarbon dating, clearly defines the temporal 
component of Ghwair I.
With this in mind, the overall site analysis showed Ghwair I to have a higher 
concentration of blades over flakes. This clearly establishes Ghwair I as a blade-based 
technology rather than flake-based. What is unusual is the large amount of projectile 
points recovered from Ghwair 1. Over 450 projectile points were recovered from the 
site, comprising well over 17% of the total tool population. Out of these projectile 
points, over 397 were either Byblos. 'Ain Ghazai. or Jericho. These projectile points, 
combined with the blade-based assemblage, plus radiocarbon dates indicating the PPNB. 
definitively place the chipped stone assemblage recovered from Ghwair 1 in ±e  PPNB.
There was also a high proportion of bladelets and microliths recovered from the site. 
Microlithic technology is usually an indicator of the earlier PPNA. The justification for 
the abundance of microlithic technology found at Ghwair I is still imclear.
Section two. the Intra-site Analysis in Chapter 6, was also designed to help detect any 
internal differentiation between the major excavation areas within the site. The first 
analysis dealt with the overall chipped stone summary for each area. For purposes of the 
analysis. Area 5 was omitted due to insufficient recovered material. The investigation 
did little to discern any real differentiation within the site. The most prominent chipped 
stone class recovered from all the areas was the tertiary blade, reinforcing the blade- 
based technology conclusion. There was also a high concentration of secondary flakes 
recovered from Areas 2 ,3 ,4 , and 6, suggesting a core and flake preparation and 
reduction area. Each area also had a high proportion of bladelets and a low proportion of
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cores. Areas 1,4. and 6 had the highest proportion of tools. Even with these examples 
of chipped stone concentrations, there is not enough evidence to discern any significant 
overall chipped stone differentiation with site.
The intra-site analysis also included the tool and core tallies for each area. For the 
tools, the three areas with highest proportion of tools. Areas 1,4. and 6, were used for 
the analysis. 'While some differentiation between the three areas did exist. Area 6 had a 
low percentage of projectile points and high concentration of microliths; there was 
hardly enough to warrant any conclusion designating an area as a special workshop. The 
intra-site core analysis divided the core classes into flake cores, blade cores, and "other. 
a catch all class. The cores recovered in each area were sorted into one of the three 
categories and a comparison was conducted. In each area, excluding Area 3. the 
proportions of cores in descending order was flake cores, blade cores, and then 'other.' 
One interesting note was the apparent lack of cores recovered from the site as a whole. 
Only 567 cores were recovered from Ghwair I and dispersed over six distinct areas.
Three separate explanations are put forth to answer the phenomena. The lack of cores 
could be the result of a highly efficient core reduction process, a sampling issue, or it 
could suggest Ghwair 1 was an advanced production area for crafting tools, with initial 
reduction occurring off-site. Overall, the intra-site analysis did little to discern any real 
differentiation between the internal areas of Ghwair 1.
The inter-site analysis in Chapter 7 showed the chipped stone assemblage recovered 
from Ghwair 1 to be quite typical for the PPNB. In fact, there appears to be very little 
differentiation in chipped stone percentages between PPNB settlements varying in size.
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This thesis was also designed to address hypotheses regarding the temporal and 
functional aspect of Ghwair 1 within the Neolithic Levant. The first hypothesis deals 
with the chronological designation of Ghwair 1. Was Ghwair 1 an exclusive PPNB 
settlement, or are there possibly PPNA and maybe PPNC components? The radiocarbon 
samples all classify Ghwair I as middle to late PPNB village. The chipped stone 
recovered at Ghwair I was blade based and contains a high proportion of typical PPNB 
type artifacts, particularly Byblos. '.Ain Ghazai. and Jericho projectile points. The only 
evidence, which may suggest a possible PPNA component, is the high concentration of 
bladelets and microliths recovered from the site. Add to this the discovery of several el- 
Khiam projectile points, typical of the PPNA. and the exclusive PPNB designation of 
Ghwair 1 comes into question. It is possible that a PPNA component does exist at 
Ghwair I, but has yet to be discovered. There is also the recently discovered PPNA 
village WF16 located directly across the wadi from Ghwair 1. The evidence suggesting a 
PPNA component at Ghwair 1 may be simply a technological carryover from an earlier 
period. Some of the PPNA traditions and actual artifacts may have been assimilated into 
the chipped stone technology found at Ghwair 1. One other explanation, proffered by 
Quintero and Wilke (1994). involves the reduction process of naviform cores. Bladelets 
are a predominant by-product during the reduction process of the naviform core. These 
bladelets could be inadvertently suggesting a PPNA component at what is an exclusive 
PPNB site. Also, the inter-site analysis shows the chipped stone assemblage at Ghwair I 
to be quite similar to other PPNB settlements in the Levant. There is also a high 
concentration of microlithic technology at these larger sites, much like Ghwair 1. Given 
the research up to this point, Ghwair I should be considered an exclusive PPNB village
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with some remnants of an earlier chipped stone technology assimilated from a nearby 
abandoned PPNA village. Therefore, the hypothesis regarding the exclusive PPNB 
temporal component at Ghwair I is supported.
The second hypothesis addresses the question of whether Ghwair I was involved in a 
vast and interconnected trade network, or "core/periphery' model. This model is based 
on a series of connected peripheral sites with the main goal of supplying the core site 
with resources. Ghwair 1, if the network existed, would have acted as a peripheral site 
responsible for supplying the core site with some resource or means of subsistence. In 
regards to this thesis, only the chipped stone was being considered here, so whether the 
model is refuted or supported is only with regard to one artifact type. If the overall 
function of Ghwair 1 was to supply a core site with some type of chipped stone 
implement, specific production and crafting areas would be expected. However, this is 
not the case. The intra-site analysis identified no production or specialization areas 
within the site. The analysis of the overall chipped stone tallies, tools, and cores 
between the areas showed a standard distribution. Also, the comparison of Ghwair 1. with 
both smaller and larger sites, showed no major differentiation in regards to its chipped 
stone assemblages. Given the 'core/periphery' model, it is assumed that each site type 
had a distinct function witfiin the interconnected network. Therefore, this distinct 
function would be apparent and recognizable through the sites’ remains. However, there 
is no radical contrast in the chipped stone assemblage recovered from Ghwair 1 and the 
other PPNB sites. Therefore, the hypothesis regarding the 'core/periphery’ model is 
refuted in relation to the chipped stone industry recovered at Ghwair I.
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The third and final hypothesis concerns whether Ghwair I was abandoned after the 
PPNB. There appears to be a phenomenon in the Southern Levant during the late PPNB: 
small to medium sized sites are abandoned and larger sites seem to expand. Without any 
PPNC component discovered at the site, Ghwair I can be considered abandoned after the 
PPNB and utilized as a test case. Multiple explanations have been presented regarding 
the abandonment, but further research is needed. The temporal designation of Ghwair 1 
and lack of any PPNC evidence supports the hypothesis regarding the abandonment of 
Ghwair I after the PPNB.
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APPENDIX I
Appendix I-A Appendix 1-B
Chipped Stone Tally Sheet Blmik Types
Tools: Cortical Flake
Secondary Flake
Debitage: Tertiary Flake
Cortical Blade
Cortical Flake Secondary Blade
Secondary Flake Tertiary Blade
Tertiary Flake Core Trimming Element
Cortical Blade Core Tablet
Secondary Blade MTB
Tertiary Blade MTF
Bladelets Core
Core Tabs Burin Spall
Core Trimming Elements (CTE) Indeterminate
Material Test Flake (MTF)
Material Test Blade (MTB) 1
!
j Other: Appendix 1-C
Platform Types
Burin Spalls
Microflakes Single
Debris-Chunks Dihedral
Debris-Chips Ptmctiform
Cores Multiple
Hammerstones Crushed
Cortical
Unidentifiable
Appendix I-D
End Types
Pointed
Blimt
Hinged
Overshot
Feathered
Indeterminate
Impact Fragment
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